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In the last years, we are witnessing an increase of real-world applications of fuzzy 
ontologies. Most fuzzy ontologies are based on type-1 fuzzy logic, and type-2 fuzzy 
ontologies have not yet received such attention so far. Furthermore, there exists an 
important gap between type-2 knowledge representation formalisms (type-2 Description 
Logics) and type-2 fuzzy ontology applications. In this paper, we propose a formal 
framework for type-2 fuzzy ontologies taking into account the needs of existing applica-
tions. Essentially, our approach makes it possible to manage some uncertainty in the fuzzy 
membership functions used in the fuzzy datatypes and in the degrees of truth of the 
axioms. We define a type-2 Description Logic, a reasoning algorithm, and give a Fuzzy 
OWL 2 specification of it.

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, OWL ontologies have become standard for knowledge representation. An ontology is an explicit and 
formal specification of the concepts, individuals and relationships that exist in some area of interest, created by defining 
axioms that describe the properties of these entities [52]. Ontologies can provide semantics to data, making knowledge 
maintenance, information integration, and reuse of components easier.

The theoretical underpinnings of ontologies are strongly based on Description Logics (DLs) [4]. DLs are a family of logics 
for representing structured knowledge that play a key role in the design of ontologies. Notably, DLs are essential in the 
design of OWL 2 (Web Ontology Language) [26], the current standard language to represent ontologies. As a matter of fact, 
OWL 2 is almost equivalent to the DL SROIQ(D) [33].

Despite the undisputed success of ontologies, it has been widely pointed out that classical ontologies are not appropriate 
to deal with imprecise and vague knowledge, inherent to several real world domains [56]. Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy 
logic [60] have proved to be suitable formalisms to handle these types of knowledge. Therefore fuzzy ontologies emerge as 
useful in several applications, such as [7,28,29,43,50,57].

Most of the times, fuzzy ontologies are based on the notion of type-1 fuzzy set. That is, while in classical set theory 
elements either belong to a set or not, elements can belong to a type-1 fuzzy set to some degree. Thus, fuzzy sets can be 
characterized by a membership function assigning to every element a degree of truth.

✩ This paper is part of the virtual special issue on Advances in Weighted Logics for Artificial Intelligence, edited by Marcelo Finger, Lluis Godo, Henri 
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Fig. 1. (a) Trapezoidal function; (b) Triangular function; (c) Left-shoulder function; (d) Right shoulder function; (e) Linear function; (f) Crisp interval.

A limitation of these type-1 fuzzy sets is that they are based on the existence of well-known membership functions, with 
no uncertainty associated to them. However, in practice, it is often difficult to precisely know the membership function of 
a fuzzy set. A possible solution is to consider membership functions that are themselves fuzzy sets, yielding the so-called 
type-2 fuzzy sets [61]. It has been demonstrated in practice that type-2 fuzzy sets usually handle the imprecision related to 
the definition of fuzzy memberships in a better way.

Some type-2 fuzzy ontologies and type-2 fuzzy DLs have been proposed in the literature (see Section 3 for details), but 
current works are at a preliminary stage. On the one hand, the previously proposed type-2 fuzzy DLs are not expressive 
enough to cover the needs of type-2 fuzzy ontology applications presented so far. Moreover, current type-2 fuzzy ontol-
ogy applications are not based on fuzzy DLs, so it is not possible to take advantage of automatic reasoning services, and 
developers must implement their own inference strategies.

In summary, in this paper a formal framework for type-2 fuzzy ontologies is proposed by taking into account the needs 
of existing applications. In particular, we define a type-2 fuzzy DL and provide a reasoning algorithm. Furthermore, we 
will discuss how to integrate this extension into existing type-1 fuzzy ontology languages and clarify the relation between 
type-1 fuzzy DLs and interval fuzzy DLs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 starts by providing some background on type-1 and type-2 
fuzzy sets that will be needed to follow this paper. Section 3 performs a critical overview of the related work on type-2 
ontologies and DLs. Then, we introduce type-1 and type-2 DLs in Section 4. Next, in Section 5 we state some results showing 
the lack of expressivity of previous works on type-2 DLs. After that, Section 6 discusses how to represent type-2 ontologies 
using fuzzy ontology languages and Section 7 provides a reasoning algorithm for general type-2 DLs. Finally, Section 8 sets 
out some conclusions and ideas for future research.

2. Preliminaries

Type-1 fuzzy logic. Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic were proposed by L.A. Zadeh [60] to manage imprecise and vague 
knowledge. While in classical set theory elements either belong to a set or not, in fuzzy set theory elements can belong to 
some degree. More formally, let X be a set of elements called the reference set. A type-1 fuzzy subset A of X is defined by a 
membership function μA(x), or simply A(x), which assigns to every x ∈ X a degree of truth, measured as a value in a truth 
space N . The truth space is usually N = [0, 1], but other choices are possible. Indeed, N does not need to be a total order, 
nor does it need to be infinite. As in the classical case, 0 means no-membership and 1 full membership, but now a value 
between 0 and 1 represents the extent to which x can be considered as an element of the fuzzy set A.

Some popular membership functions, commonly used to define fuzzy sets, are the trapezoidal (Fig. 1(a)), the triangular 
(Fig. 1(b)), the left-shoulder (Fig. 1(c)), the right-shoulder (Fig. 1(d)), and the linear function (Fig. 1(e)).

Fuzzy logics provide compositional calculi of degrees of truth. The conjunction, disjunction, complement and implication 
operations are performed in the fuzzy case by a t-norm function ⊗, a t-conorm function ⊕, a negation function � and an 
implication function ⇒, respectively. For a formal definition of these functions we refer the reader to [31,36].

A quadruple composed by a t-norm, a t-conorm, an implication function and a negation function determines a fuzzy 
logic. One usually distinguishes three fuzzy logics, namely Łukasiewicz, Gödel, and Product [31], due to the fact that any 
continuous t-norm can be obtained as a combination of Łukasiewicz, Gödel, and Product t-norms [49]. It is also usual to 
consider Zadeh logic, including the conjunction, disjunction, and negation originally proposed by Zadeh [60] together with 
Kleene–Dienes implication defined as α ⇒K D β = max(1 − α, β). The name of Zadeh fuzzy logic is used following the 
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Table 1
Combination functions of various fuzzy logics.

Gödel logic Łukasiewicz logic Product logic Zadeh logic

α⊗ β min(α,β) max(α + β − 1,0) α · β min(α,β)

α⊕ β max(α,β) min(α + β,1) α + β − α · β max(α,β)

α⇒ β

{
1 if α ≤ β

β otherwise
min(1− α + β,1)

{
1 if α ≤ β

β/α otherwise
max(1− α,β)

�α

{
1 if α = 0

0 otherwise
1− α

{
1 if α = 0

0 otherwise
1− α

tradition in the setting of fuzzy DLs, even if it might lead to confusion because the logic does not include the sometimes 
called Zadeh implication (because it corresponds to Zadeh’s fuzzy set inclusion) or Rescher implication, denoted ⇒Z and 
defined as:

α⇒Z β =
{

1 if α ≤ β

0 if α > β .

Table 1 summarizes the fuzzy operators in the main four fuzzy logics. We will often use the subscripts Ł, G, � and Z to 
indicate that an operator belongs to Łukasiewicz, Gödel, Product, and Zadeh fuzzy logics, respectively.

An involutive negation verifies �(�α) = α for every α ∈ [0, 1]. For example, Łukasiewicz negation is involutive, while 
Gödel negation is not.

It is worth to introduce two important families of implications. An S-implication is an implication function obtained from 
a negation � and a t-conorm ⊕, i.e., α⇒ β =¬α⊕β . An R-implication is an implication function obtained as the residuum 
of a continuous t-norm ⊗, i.e., α⇒ β = sup{γ | α⊗γ ≤ β}. Łukasiewicz, Gödel and Product implications are R-implications, 
while Kleene–Dienes and Rescher implications are not.

An interesting property of some fuzzy implications is the ordering property (OP), imposing an ordering on the underlying 
set of degrees of truth:

α⇒ β = 1⇔ α ≤ β, ∀α,β ∈ [0,1] . (1)

Rescher implication and every R-implication satisfy (OP), but Kleene–Dienes implication does not [5].
We will also consider the non-filling natural negation property (NFNP) of some fuzzy implications:

If α ∈ (0,1], then α⇒ 0 < 1 (2)

Proposition 1. Rescher, Kleene–Dienes, and R-implications satisfy (NFNP).

Proof. In Rescher implication, α > 0 implies α⇒ 0 = 0 by definition.
In Kleene–Dienes implication, α > 0 ⇔−α < 0 ⇔ 1 − α < 1 ⇔max{1 − α, 0} < 1 ⇔ α⇒ 0 < 1.
Let us consider now the case of R-implications. Ad absurdum, assume that α⇒ 0 = 1. Since ⇒ is an R-implication, it is 

the residuum of a left-continuous t-norm, so α⇒ 0 = sup{γ | α ⊗ γ ≤ 0} = 1. Thus, α ⊗ 1 = α ≤ 0, which contradicts the 
assumption that α ∈ (0, 1]. Hence, α⇒ 0 < 1. �
Type-2 fuzzy logic. L. A. Zadeh proposed in 1975 an extension of type-1 fuzzy sets, called type-2 fuzzy sets [61]. In a type-2 
fuzzy set, the membership function gives actually a fuzzy set for every element of the domain, so it can be seen as a 
fuzzy-fuzzy set [44]. This makes it possible to manage some uncertainty regarding the shape of the fuzzy set. Formally, 
a type-2 fuzzy subset A of a reference set X is characterized by a membership function μA : X→P(N ), where P(N ) is 
the power set of N .

Although type-2 fuzzy sets have been shown to be useful in several applications, they are difficult to understand and 
manage in practice [45]. As a solution, it is common to restrict to interval type-2 fuzzy sets, where the membership function 
assigns to each element of the reference set an interval of the possible degrees of truth for the membership of the element 
to the fuzzy set. Formally, in this case, a type-2 fuzzy subset A of a reference set X is characterized by a membership 
function μA : X → J , where J is a set of subintervals of the truth space N . Interval type-2 fuzzy sets are much easier to 
understand and the set operations are simplified [46].

To use interval type-2 fuzzy sets in practice, it is common to consider a pair of type-1 membership functions to define 
them: a lower type-1 membership function μL denoting the minimal values of the membership function of the type-2 fuzzy 
set, and an upper type-1 membership function μU denoting the maximal values of the membership function of the type-2 
fuzzy set. The assumption here is that for all x ∈ X μL(x) ≤μU (x) holds. An example of such type-2 fuzzy set is shown in 
Fig. 2. For example, given the element x of the domain of discourse, its membership to the represented type-2 fuzzy set is 
given by the interval [μL(x), μU (x)].
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Fig. 2. Interval type-2 set described by an upper (green) and a lower (red) membership function. (For interpretation of the colors in this figure, the reader 
is referred to the web version of this article.)

3. Related work

In this section, we will overview some closely related work. In particular, we will revise previous approaches using 
type-2 fuzzy ontologies in applications, discussing type-2 fuzzy ontology languages, or proposing type-2 fuzzy DLs.

Type-2 fuzzy ontologies. In a series of papers, Y.-G. Kim et al. discuss the use of type-2 fuzzy ontologies in different applica-
tions, namely in automatic hotel reservation [1], collision avoidance of autonomous underwater vehicles [2], and automatic 
air ticket booking [22]. In all these papers, the only difference with respect to classical ontologies are type-2 fuzzy datatypes, 
namely Fuzzy OWL 2 type-1 fuzzy datatypes extended to the type-2 case. For example, positive polarity and strong polarity 
are represented using pairs of triangular and right-shoulder functions, respectively.

C.-S. Lee et al. used type-2 fuzzy ontologies in different applications, such as diet assessment [40], diabetic-diet rec-
ommendation [38], malware behavior analysis [34], scheduling organizational meetings [37], and evaluating the human 
performance at playing the game of go [39]. All the developed type-2 fuzzy ontologies contain type-2 fuzzy datatypes 
as ranges of fuzzy data properties (they are called linguistic terms/labels and variables, respectively, by the authors). For 
example, the food ontology for diet assessment contains a fuzzy datatype representing a “low planned percentage of carbo-
hydrates”. Most of the ontologies are implemented in the type-2 Fuzzy Markup Language, which allows to define the upper 
membership function (UMF) and the lower membership function (LMF) of a term of type-2 fuzzy datatype.

J. Mezei et al. have considered interval fuzzy ontologies [24,47,48,59]. The particularity is that fuzzy datatypes can have 
two fuzzy membership functions defining the lower bound of an interval and the upper bound of an interval. The authors 
also report an application in the field of wines [24]. For example, a wine might have low alcohol with a degree in [α1, α2]. 
Such fuzzy membership functions could be obtained by combining the information provided by some experts using aggre-
gation operators extended to interval-valued fuzzy numbers [48]. The authors have developed a wine recommender system 
and the main reasoning task is the maximum satisfiability degree of a fuzzy concept (an aggregation of criteria) given some 
individual (a wine) [58]. Type-2 fuzzy ontologies have also been used for intrusion detection in financial institutions [59]. 
The intrusion types (such as denial-of-service attack, malware and viruses) are modeled using interval fuzzy datatypes such 
as “Critical number of logins”. Then the authors use similarity measures over interval-valued fuzzy sets to identify the most 
probable intrusion types. Type-2 fuzzy ontologies have also been applied to industrial paper machine maintenance [48]. 
Although no details are given in the publication for confidentiality reasons, the authors also relate individuals with interval-
valued fuzzy datatypes.

Although these works illustrate the application of type-2 fuzzy ontologies to real-world problem solving, there are some 
limitations because of the lack of formal representation languages that could be problematic in other similar scenarios. They 
show the importance of establishing a link between the existing research on type-2 fuzzy ontologies and formal type-2 
fuzzy DLs.

• Some of the design choices could be problematic if one wants to use a fuzzy ontology reasoner to infer new meaningful 
information. For example, in [1] the price of a hotel is represented as a subclass of room, which could clearly lead to 
confusing inferences.
• Similarly, it is mentioned in [47] that interval fuzzy numbers could be assigned to “indicate different type of relationship 

between individuals and concepts (e.g., partOf, isA)”. When using a formal fuzzy DL language, this statement becomes 
misleading and needs to be clarified. In fuzzy DLs, the is-a relation links two classes and not an individual with a 
class. Furthermore, the membership degree of an individual to a concept should be expressed using an assertion axiom 
and not a relation. Finally, if a fuzzy set has a numerical domain, as it happens with the alcoholic degree of a wine, the 
common approach in fuzzy DLs is to represent it using a fuzzy datatype, and to relate an abstract individual, such as a 
particular type of wine, to the fuzzy datatype. Instead, the authors of [47] use a concept assertion to, for example, state 
that a wine belongs to the fuzzy set HighAlcohol.
• Some references have argued that conventional fuzzy ontology reasoners can be used. The authors of [1,2,22] claim 

that DeLorean reasoner [11] can be used to translate fuzzy type-2 ontologies into classical ontologies and to obtain 
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type-2 fuzzy inference results, and it is claimed in [58] that fuzzyDL reasoner [18] can be used as part of a type-2 wine 
recommender system. Unfortunately, this is not the case: DeLorean and fuzzyDL cannot currently represent or manage 
type-2 fuzzy ontologies. In order to use them, some additional processing (not explained in the literature) is needed.
• Finally, none of the previous approaches support type-2 axioms, that is, uncertainty regarding the degree of truth of an 

axiom.

Type-2 fuzzy languages. Nilavu Devadoss and Sivakumar Ramakrishnan discuss the representation of type-2 fuzzy rough 
ontologies using OWL 2 annotations [27], in a similar way to Fuzzy OWL 2 [14]. The authors explain that it is possible 
to represent type-2 elements using two properties LowerDegree and UpperDegree. However, the rest of the paper 
claims to provide a type-2 fuzzy rough OWL 2 syntax which is actually a type-1 fuzzy OWL 2 syntax. For instance, [27, 
Example 7] intends to define a type-2 fuzzy datatype Tall which is actually a type-1 fuzzy datatype because there is only 
one membership function.

Type-2 fuzzy Description Logics. There have also been proposals of type-2 fuzzy DLs. To the best of our knowledge, all of the 
existing proposals by other authors are restricted to interval fuzzy DLs.

• L. Huo et al. proposed an interval fuzzy extension of the DL ALCN [35]. The novelty is the existence of concept and 
role assertions of the form 〈a, [α1, α2]〉, where a is a crisp assertion. The semantics is restricted to an interval Zadeh 
fuzzy logic. A tableau algorithm checking consistency is provided.
• A. Bahri et al. proposed an interval fuzzy extension of the DL EL++ [6]. The particularity is the existence of General 

Concept Inclusion (GCI) axioms of the form 〈C1 � C2, [α1, α2]〉. Role inclusion axioms are not extended to the type-2 
fuzzy case. The semantics is defined in terms of general type-2 operators, but the reasoning algorithm (to solve the 
subsumption algorithm) is restricted to interval Łukasiewicz fuzzy logic. Adding an upper bound to a GCI axiom is 
controversial because it does not have an equivalent counterpart in the crisp case, so the type-2 fuzzy logic is not a 
sound extension of classical EL++ . Furthermore, S. Borgwardt et al. have recently shown that Łukasiewicz EL++ has 
an exponential complexity [20], so the algorithm in [6] with a polynomial complexity cannot be correct.
• R. Li et al. proposed an interval fuzzy extension of the DL ALC [41]. The novelty of this logic is that in-

tervals are attached to concept and role expressions, so it is possible to express, for example, the concept 
∀hasFriend[0.4,0.5].Tall[0.6,0.7] . The axioms have the same syntax as in classical DLs. Adding an upper bound to 
a role expression in logics without role negation (such as ALC) is controversial because it does not have an equivalent 
counterpart in the crisp case, so the type-2 fuzzy logic is not a sound extension of classical ALC . The semantics is 
based on any interval t-norm, its dual t-conorm with respect to the standard interval negation and its corresponding 
interval S-implication. A type-2 fuzzy extension of the language OWL 1 is also proposed, where concept expressions 
can have a lower and a upper degree of truth. The authors also define a tableau algorithm to solve the subsumption 
problem as a reduction to concept unsatisfiability. The problem is that this reduction is valid if the semantics has an 
S-implication, as it happens in Zadeh and Łukasiewicz fuzzy logics, but not in general.

As we will show in Section 5, the type-2 extension of all these approaches does not add enough expressivity. Indeed, interval 
type-2 axioms in [6,35] can be simulated using type-1 fuzzy DLs, and type-2 concept expressions in [41] can be represented 
using threshold concepts.1

4. Type-0, type-1, interval and type 2 fuzzy description logics

In this section, we define the logics that we will use in this paper. Firstly, we will introduce different types of datatypes 
and truth-types: type-0, type-1, and type-2. Then, we will start with a classical (type-0) language and next we will consider 
several fuzzy DLs. After a type-1 DL, usually called just “fuzzy DL” in the literature, we will consider two extensions: an 
interval DL language and a type-2 one.

It is worth to anticipate that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between type-i (i ∈ {0, 1, 2}) datatypes, truth-
types, and DLs. For instance, an axiom with a type-1 truth-type will produce a type-2 DL.

Interval DLs have already been presented in the literature by other authors (see Section 3), although they were called 
type-2 DLs. The contribution of this section is the generalization of these approaches to real type-2 DLs because, as we will 
see in Section 5, interval axioms can be represented using type-1 axioms.

For simplicity, we will consider variants of the well-known logic ALC to illustrate our results, although the results 
can be generalized to more expressive logics. For ease of presentation, we will consider a truth space N ⊆ [0, 1] with N
containing {0, 1}. Our approach can be generalized to other sets of degrees of truth.

1 Except for the case of thresholded roles.
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4.1. Type-0, type-1 and type-2 fuzzy datatypes

A (type-0) datatype theory [42] D = 〈�D, ·D〉 consists of a datatype domain �D and a mapping ·D that assigns to each 
data value an element of �D , and to every unary datatype d a unary function dD from �D to {0, 1}. An example of datatype 
domain is the set of integers and an example of datatype d over the integers is ≤5 denoting the set of integers less or equal 
than 5.

A fuzzy (type-1) datatype theory [55] D = 〈�D, ·D〉 consists of a datatype domain �D and a mapping ·D that assigns to 
each data value an element of �D , and to every unary fuzzy datatype d a unary fuzzy membership function dD from �D

to the truth space N . Some examples of type-1 datatypes can be built using the functions in Fig. 1.2 For example, one can 
define the type-1 datatype about15 as tri10,15,20.

Finally, a fuzzy type-2 datatype consists of a pair d = (dL, dU ) of unary type-1 datatypes dL and dU (e.g., such as those 
in Fig. 2) indicating a lower and an upper membership function, respectively. A fuzzy type-2 datatype theory D = 〈�D, ·D〉
consists of a datatype domain �D and a mapping ·D that assigns to each data value an element of �D and to every fuzzy 
type-2 datatype d = (dL, dU ) a fuzzy membership function dD from �D to N such that for all v ∈�D , (i) dL

D(v) ≤ dU
D(v)3; 

and (ii)

dD(v) ∈ [dL
D(v),dU

D(v)] (3)

hold. Note that we assign to each type-2 set a single value and not an interval or an element in P(N ). Note also that dL

and dU do not need to be of the same shape (e.g., dL can be a triangular function and dU a trapezoidal function).

Remark 1. A fuzzy type-1 datatype d can be expressed as a fuzzy type-2 datatype (d, d). For ease of presentation, a type-2 
datatype of the form (d, d), will be denoted simply by d if no ambiguity arises.

4.2. Type-0, type-1 and type-2 truth-types

Like for fuzzy datatypes, we may define truth-types, which are essentially like fuzzy datatypes, but the domain of them 
is restricted to be the truth space N . This will allow us to express statements such as “it is more or less true that Bob is tall”.

Formally, a (type-0) truth-type theory T = 〈N , · T〉 consists of the truth space N and a mapping · T such that αT = α, for 
each truth-type α ∈N . α is called a type-0 truth-type.

A fuzzy (type-1) truth-type theory T = 〈N , · T〉 consists of the truth space N and a mapping · T such that αT = α and that 
assigns to every unary type-1 truth-type t a unary fuzzy membership function tT : N →N (see, e.g., Fig. 1).

Finally, a type-2 truth-type consists of a pair t = (tL, tU ) of unary type-1 truth-types tL and tU (e.g., such as those in 
Fig. 2) indicating a lower and an upper membership function, respectively. A type-2 truth-type theory T = 〈N , · T〉 consists of 
the truth space N and a mapping · T such that αT = α and that assigns and to every type-2 truth-type t = (tL, tU ) a fuzzy 
membership function tT : N →N such that for all α ∈N , (i) tL

T(α) ≤ tU
T(α); and (ii)

tT(α) ∈ [tL
T(α), tU

T(α)] . (4)

Remark 2. Note again that, as for type-2 datatypes, we assign to each type-2 truth-type a single value and not an interval 
or an element in P(N ), and that tL and tU do not need to be of the same shape.

Furthermore, a type-0 truth-type α can be expressed as a type-1 truth-type crispα,α , a type-1 truth-type t can be 
expressed as a type-2 truth-type (t, t) and for ease of presentation a type-2 truth-type of the form (t, t) will be denoted 
simply by t if no ambiguity arises.

4.3. Syntax

The main ingredients of fuzzy DLs are fuzzy concepts (or classes), which denote unary predicates, fuzzy properties (or roles), 
which denote binary predicates, individuals (or instances), and fuzzy datatypes (defined using fuzzy membership functions). 
Axioms are formal statements involving these elements, like a recipe that defines how to combine the previous ingredients 
to represent the knowledge of some particular domain. A fuzzy knowledge base (or fuzzy ontology) O is a finite set of axioms. 
The syntax of a fuzzy DL is determined by the available constructors for building complex concepts and roles from simpler 
ones, and by the available axioms.

Individuals are split into two categories: abstract individuals, that are instances of the concepts, and concrete individuals
(or data values), that belong to a concrete domain (or datatype domain) which are already structured and whose structure 
is already known to the machine, such as integers, reals, or strings. Similarly, roles are split into two categories: abstract 

2 Note that these membership functions assume that the domain of a fuzzy set is a dense total ordering, which does not need to be the case. For 
example, discretized version of the functions Fig. 1(a)–(d) are also possible [8].

3 Fig. 2 illustrates a pair of membership functions satisfying this restriction.
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roles (or object properties), that link two abstract individuals, and concrete roles (or data properties), that relate an abstract 
individual and a data value.

We will use the following notation: A denotes an atomic concept (or concept name), C is a (possibly complex) concept, 
R is an object property, T is a datatype property, o is an abstract individual, v is a concrete value, d is a unary datatype, 
α, β, γ ∈N are type-0 truth-types (with α �= 0 and β �= 1 to avoid tautologies), and t is a type-2 truth-type.

4.3.1. Type-0 DLs
Consider a (type-0) datatype theory D = 〈�D, ·D〉. In our DL, all the properties are atomic, but complex concepts can be 

built inductively from simpler ones as according to the following syntactic rule:

C→� | ⊥ | A | C1 � C2 | C1 � C2 | ¬C | ∃R.C | ∀R.C | ∃T .d | ∀T .d

Furthermore, a knowledge base (or ontology) can include the following axioms: concept assertions a:C , object property 
assertions (a1, a2):R , data property assertions (a, v):T , General Concept Inclusions (GCI) C1 � C2, and concept equivalences 
C1 ≡ C2. A fuzzy ontology is usually split into two parts: an Assertional Box (ABox), with the three former types of axioms, 
and a Terminological Box (TBox), with the two latter types of axioms.

Remark 3. In type-0 ontologies, concept equivalences are syntactic sugar: C1 ≡ C2 can be represented with the pair of 
axioms C1 � C2 and C2 � C1.

4.3.2. Type-1 DLs
Consider a fuzzy (type-1) datatype theory D = 〈�D, ·D〉. The syntax of concepts and roles in type-1 DLs usually is the 

same as in type-0 DLs. However, it is also possible to extend the logic by considering threshold and implication concepts, 
as we will discuss later.

It is also worth to note that d is now a type-1 datatype. For instance, we can consider the functions in Fig. 1, where 
crispq1,q2 allows backwards compatibility with type-0 datatypes.

The most important syntactical difference in type-1 DLs is that it has a fuzzy knowledge base (or fuzzy ontology) where 
some axioms (namely, concept assertions, role assertions, and GCIs) are of type-1 and can include an inequality involving a 
numerical (type-0) degree of truth, as shown in Table 2. An axiom of the form 〈a ≥ α〉 (resp. 〈a ≤ β〉) states that a holds 
with degree greater or equal (resp. less or equal) than α (resp. β).

Type-1 DLs also have concept equivalences with the same syntax as in type-0 DLs.

Remark 4. A type-0 axiom a can be seen as a type-1 axiom of the form 〈a ≥ 1〉. For ease of presentation, if clear from 
context, we may also write simply a in place of 〈a ≥ 1〉.

Please note that axioms of the form 〈(a, b):R ≤ β〉 are usually only allowed in logics with role negation, such as 
SROIQ(D). Otherwise, the fuzzy language is not a sound extension of its crisp counterpart. If we restrict to the de-
grees {0, 1}, the axiom 〈(a, b):R ≤ 0〉 can be represented in a classical DL as (a, b):¬R , but it cannot be represented in a 
classical DL without negative role assertions. However, we will allow these role assertions because they will be used in 
some of the results in Section 5.

In the classical case, an implication C1→ C2 can be represented as the disjunction between C2 and the negation of C1. 
In fuzzy ontologies, this is not true in general, so it is common to include implication concepts in type-1 languages. In fuzzy 
ontologies, it is also possible to introduce threshold concepts [C ≥ α] and [C ≤ β] [18,23] specifying an upper or lower 
bound for the degree of membership of a concept. To support these elements, the syntax of fuzzy concepts can be extended 
as follows:

D→ C | D1→ D2 | D[≥ α] | D[≤ β]
In this paper, we will not require that our fuzzy DL language includes implication or threshold concepts, unless stated 

otherwise. Implication concepts will only be used in Propositions 5 (actually, in the discussion about its premises) and 6, as 
well as in our reasoning algorithm (Section 7), whereas threshold concepts will only be used in Proposition 6.

Before concluding this definition of a type-1 DL, it is worth to observe some syntactic sugar results.

Remark 5. If a fuzzy language X includes a conjunction and an implication → which corresponds to its residuum, then the 
constructors �G and �G , called Gödel conjunction and disjunction, respectively, are representable as follows:

• C1 �G C2 := C1 � (C1→ C2)

• C1 �G C2 := ((C1→ C2) → C2) �G ((C2→ C1) → C1)

Remark 6. If the fuzzy implication used in the semantics of GCIs satisfies (OP), (Eq. (1)), concept equivalences are syntactic 
sugar: C1 ≡ C2 can be represented with the pair of axioms 〈C1 � C2 ≥ 1〉 and 〈C2 � C1 ≥ 1〉. As we will discuss later, our 
reasoning algorithm will impose this assumption, so it will not need to consider concept equivalences explicitly.
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Fig. 3. Interval type-2 set described by the pair of trapezoidal membership functions trap2.2,3,4.5,5 and trap1.6,3,4.5,5.5.

4.3.3. Interval DLs
In interval DLs, the axioms are of the form 〈a, [γ1, γ2]〉, where a ∈ {a:C, (a1, a2):R, (a, v):T , C1 � C2}. The intuition is that 

the degree of satisfaction of a is between γ1 and γ2. If γ1 and γ2 are omitted, 1 and 1 are assumed.

Remark 7. Type-1 axioms 〈a ≥ α〉 and 〈a ≤ β〉 can be seen as interval axioms of the forms 〈a, [α, 1]〉 and 〈a, [0, β]〉, respec-
tively. This is the reason why the axiom considers [γ1, γ2] instead of [α, β]: we do not want to avoid the cases γ1 = 0 and 
γ2 = 1.

4.3.4. Type-2 DLs
Type-2 DLs extend the logic with type-2 datatypes, type-2 truth-types and type-2 axioms. The main characteristic of a 

type-2 axiom is that it includes a type-2 truth-type instead of a unique numerical or symbolic degree of truth.
So, consider a type-2 datatype theory D = 〈�D, ·D〉 and a type-2 truth-type theory T = 〈N , · T〉. Type-2 DLs support 

axioms of the form 〈a, t〉, where a ∈ {a:C, (a, b):R , (a, v):T , C1 � C2} and t is a type-2 truth-type, as shown in Table 2. Note 
that by Remarks 1 and 2, d and t can be also of type-1.

The following examples illustrate how type-2 fuzzy membership functions can be used to restrict the range of a concrete 
role, as usual in DLs, and to define the truth degree of an axiom.

Example 1. Consider the type-2 datatype MediumRank defined in [39] and representing a medium value for the evalua-
tion of the human performance at some activity. The type-2 datatype is represented as the pair of membership functions 
trap2.2,3,4.5,5 and trap1.6,3,4.5,5.5, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In a type-2 fuzzy DL, we can use the same pair to represent the 
type-2 fuzzy set of elements having a medium ranking as ∃hasRanking.(trap2.2,3,4.5,5, trap1.6,3,4.5,5.5).

Example 2. 〈bob:Tall ≥ 0.4〉 is a type-1 concept assertion, 〈bob:Tall, [0.4, 0.9]〉 is an interval concept assertion, and 
〈bob:Tall, tri0.6,0.8,1〉 is a type-2 concept assertion. In all these axioms there is some uncertainty in the sense that the 
membership degree of bob to the fuzzy concept Tall can not exactly be determined. The advantage of the latter axiom 
is that not all the possible membership degree values are equipossible. For example, in the latter assertion a membership 
degree 0.8 is more possible than the degree 1.

Note that the three fuzzy DLs (type-1, interval, and type-2) have the same concepts, and that only the axioms, datatypes 
and truth-types can be different. Note also that our previous work [13] only considers axioms of the form 〈a, t〉 where t
is a type-1 truth-type. It is also worth to stress that our syntax allows a double use of fuzzy membership functions in the 
same axiom, as the following example shows.

Example 3. The axiom 〈bob:∃hasAge.tri35,40,45, tri0.6,0.8,1〉 encodes the fact that bob is around 40 with a degree of 
truth around 0.8.

The following remark shows how the membership function crisp is helpful to define to some useful equivalences.

Remark 8. An interval axiom 〈a, [γ1, γ2]〉 can be seen as a type-2 axiom of the form 〈a, crispγ1,γ2 〉. Furthermore, type-2 
axioms of the form 〈(a, v):T , t〉 are syntactic sugar as they can be represented as 〈a:∃T .crispv,v, t〉. Hence, we will not 
need to consider concrete role assertions explicitly.

As discussed in Remarks 4, 7, and 8, type-0, type-1 and interval axioms can be represented as type-2 axioms. Type-0, 
type-1 and interval axioms will be called unqualified fuzzy axioms, whereas type-2 axioms that cannot be represented as 
unqualified axioms will be called qualified fuzzy axioms. Therefore, in some cases, we will assume that a fuzzy ontology is 
partitioned into two parts, O =OQ ∪OU , where OQ contains qualified axioms only and OU contains unqualified axioms 
only.
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4.4. Semantics

Now, we will define the formal semantics of the previously introduced logics.

4.4.1. Type-0 DLs
The semantics of crisp DLs is defined using a crisp interpretation relative to a type-0 datatype theory D. An interpretation

I = (�I , ·I) relative to D consists of a nonempty set �I (the domain) disjoint from �D , and of an interpretation function ·I
that coincides with ·D on every data value and datatype, and it assigns:

• to each individual a an element aI ∈�I ;
• to each data value v an element vD ∈�D;
• to each atomic concept A a function AI : �I→{0, 1};
• to each object property R a function RI : �I ×�I→{0, 1};
• to each data property T a function TI : �I ×�D→{0, 1}.

The interpretation function is extended to complex concepts, and axioms as in Table 2 (where x ∈�I ). I |= τ denotes that 
I satisfies (is a model of ) axiom τ . I satisfies (is a model of ) an ontology O if I satisfies each axiom in O. An ontology has a 
model (is satisfiable) if there is a model of O.

4.4.2. Type-1, interval, and type-2 DLs
Let us fix the truth combination functions ⊗, ⊕, ⇒ and �. The semantics of fuzzy DLs is defined using a fuzzy inter-

pretation relative to a fuzzy datatype theory D = 〈�D, · D〉 and a fuzzy truth-type theory T = 〈N , · T〉. Type-1 and interval 
DLs consider a type-1 datatype theory and a type-0 truth-type theory; type-2 DLs consider a type-2 datatype theory and a 
type-2 truth-type theory.

A fuzzy interpretation I = (�I , ·I) relative to D and T consists of a nonempty set �I (the domain) disjoint from �D , and 
of a fuzzy interpretation function ·I that coincides with ·D on every data value v and fuzzy datatype d, coincides with · T on 
every truth value α and truth-type t, and it assigns:

• to each individual a an element aI ∈�I ;
• to each data value v an element vD ∈�D;
• to each fuzzy atomic concept A a function AI : �I→N ;
• to each fuzzy object property R a function RI : �I ×�I→N ;
• to each fuzzy data property T a function TI : �I ×�D→N ;
• to each type-2 axiom τ a degree of truth τI ∈N .

The fuzzy interpretation function is extended to fuzzy complex concepts and axioms as shown in Table 2. It is worth to 
note that our fuzzy interpretations are type-1 in the sense that they assign to each type-2 axiom a single value in N instead 
of an element in P(N ).

Remark 9. In Zadeh DLs it is common to assume Rescher implication in the semantics of GCIs because the use of 
Kleene–Dienes implication in the semantics of GCIs has some counter-intuitive effects [10]. Zadeh DLs assume however 
Kleene–Dienes implication in the semantics of universal restrictions, even if it is known to produce some counter-intuitive 
effects there as well [30].

Remark 10. Under Rescher implication CI
1 (x) ⇒ CI

2 (x) has a value in {0, 1}, so an interval GCI does not really make sense.

Like for (classical) type-0 ontologies, for a type-1 or an interval ontology O, with I |= τ we denote the fact that I
satisfies (is a model of ) axiom τ , we say that I satisfies (is a model of ) O if I satisfies each axiom in O, and an ontology 
has a model (is satisfiable)) if there is a model of O. In type-2 ontologies, axioms are not in general either true or false in 
a model, but a fuzzy interpretation I satisfies an axiom τ with some degree τI ∈N . This means that we must take into 
account the degrees of entailment of the axioms.

Example 4. Let us consider a simple fuzzy ontology with two axioms defined as O = {〈bob:Tall, crisp0.7,0.7〉, 
〈bob:Tall, tri0.6,0.8,1〉}. According to the first axiom, (bob:Tall)I = 0.7 holds in every model of O. Hence, the sec-
ond axiom is satisfied with degree tri0.6,0.8,1((bob:Tall)I) = tri0.6,0.8,1(0.7) = 0.5.

Entailment degree. Let us consider a type-2 ontology O =OU ∪OQ and a fuzzy interpretation I . The degree of truth of Ox
(x ∈ {U , Q }) under I , denoted I(Ox), is defined as4

4 Assuming I(O′) = 1 if O′ = ∅ and min∅ = 1.
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Table 2
Semantics of complex concepts and axioms for fuzzy ALC(D).

Type-0 concept

�I(x) = 1
⊥I(x) = 0

(C1 � C2)I(x) = min(CI
1 (x), CI

2 (x))
(C1 � C2)I(x) = max(CI

1 (x), CI
2 (x))

(¬C)I(x) = 1− CI(x)
(∃R.C)I(x) = maxy∈�I {min(RI(x, y), CI(y))}
(∀R.C)I(x) = miny∈�I {max(1− RI(x, y), CI(y))}
(∃T .d)I(x) = maxv∈�D {min(T I(x, v),dD(v))}
(∀T .d)I(x) = minv∈�D {max(1− T I(x, v),dD(v))}

Type-0 axiom

I |= a : C iff CI(aI)= 1
I |= (a1,a2):R) iff RI(aI1 ,aI2 )= 1
I |= (a,v):T ) iff T I(aI ,vD)= 1
I |= C1 � C2 iff ∀x ∈�I .max(1− CI

1 (x), CI
2 (x))= 1

I |= C1 ≡ C2 iff ∀x ∈�I .CI
1 (x)= CI

2 (x)

Type-1, interval type-2, and type-2 concept

�I(x) = 1
⊥I(x) = 0

(C1 � C2)I(x) = CI
1 (x)⊗ CI

2 (x)
(C1 � C2)I(x) = CI

1 (x)⊕ CI
2 (x)

(¬C)I(x) = �CI(x)
(∃R.C)I(x) = supy∈�I {RI(x, y)⊗ CI(y)}
(∀R.C)I(x) = infy∈�I {RI(x, y)⇒ CI(y)}
(∃T .d)I(x) = supv∈�D {T I(x, v)⊗ dD(v)}
(∀T .d)I(x) = infv∈�D {T I(x, v)⇒ dD(v)}

(C1→ C2)I(x) = C1
I(x)⇒ C2

I(x)

(C[≥ α])I(x) =
{

CI(x), if CI(x)≥ α
0, otherwise

(C[≤ β])I(x) =
{

CI(x), if CI(x)≤ β

0, otherwise

Type-1 axiom

I |= 〈a : C ≥ α〉 iff CI(aI)≥ α
I |= 〈a : C ≤ β〉 iff CI(aI)≤ β

I |= 〈(a1,a2):R ≥ α〉 iff RI(aI1 ,aI2 )≥ α

I |= 〈(a1,a2):R ≤ β〉 iff RI(aI1 ,aI2 )≤ β

I |= 〈(a,v):T ≥ α〉 iff T I(aI ,vD)≥ α

I |= 〈(a,v):T ≤ β〉 iff T I(aI ,vD)≤ β

I |= 〈C1 � C2 ≥ α〉 iff infx∈�I {CI
1 (x)⇒ CI

2 (x)} ≥ α
I |= C1 ≡ C2 iff ∀x ∈�I .CI

1 (x)= CI
2 (x)

Interval axiom

I |= 〈a : C, [γ1, γ2]〉 iff CI(aI) ∈ [γ1, γ2)

I |= 〈(a1,a2):R, [γ1, γ2]〉 iff RI(aI1 ,aI2 ) ∈ [γ1, γ2]
I |= 〈(a,v):T , [γ1, γ2]〉 iff T I(aI ,vD) ∈ [γ1, γ2]
I |= 〈C1 � C2, [γ1, γ2]〉 iff infx∈�I {CI

1 (x)⇒ CI
2 (x)} ∈ [γ1, γ2]

Type-2 axiom

〈a : C, t〉I = tT(CI(aI))

〈(a1,a2):R, t〉I = tT(RI(aI1 ,aI2 ))

〈(a,v):T , t〉I = tT(T I(aI ,vD))

〈C1 � C2, t〉I = tT(infx∈�I {CI
1 (x)⇒ CI

2 (x)})

I(Ox)= min
τ∈Ox

τI . (5)

Note that I is a model of OU if and only if I(OU ) = 1; otherwise I(OU ) = 0. One may wonder why in Eq. (5) we have 
considered the min operator in place of the ⊗ operator. We prefer to use min as it satisfies γ =min(γ , γ ). This prevents 
that multiple occurrences of the same axiom τ in an ontology O may decrease the degree of truth of O under I , which is 
a property that is unlikely to be wanted in knowledge representation.

The degree of truth of a fuzzy ontology O under I , denoted I(O), is then defined as

I(O)=min{I(OU ),I(OQ )} =minτI . (6)

τ∈O
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We say that I satisfies (is a model of ) O if I(O) > 0. If O has a model then we say that O is consistent. Note that O is 
consistent if and only if there is a fuzzy interpretation I such that τI > 0 for each τ ∈O. In particular, τI = 1 for each 
τ ∈OU , so I(OU ) = 1, and I(OQ ) > 0.

Proposition 2. Let O be a type-2 ontology, I a model of O, and τ either a type-0, a type-1, or an interval axiom. Then, τI ∈ {0, 1}.

Proof. We will only prove the case of type-1 concept assertions because the other cases are similar. According to Remarks 7
and 8, a type-1 concept assertion 〈a:C ≥ α〉 can be represented as a type-2 concept assertion τ = 〈a:C, crispα,1〉. Then, 
τI = crispα,1(CI(aI)) ∈ {0, 1}. �

Please note that in Mathematical Fuzzy First Order Logic (FOL),5 we can see a fuzzy ontology O roughly as the formula

�O = (
∧

τ∈OU

τ ) ∧ (
∧

τ∈OQ

τ ) , (7)

where ∧ is interpreted as Gödel t-norm and fuzzy DL axioms are mapped into fuzzy FOL similarly as for the crisp case [4]. 
In Appendix A we provide the details of such a mapping. We will use �OU to denote the left conjunct and �OQ to denote 
the right conjunct in Eq. (7), respectively, and, thus, �O = �OU ∧ �OQ . We will also omit the reference to O if clear from 
context.

The entailment degree between a fuzzy ontology O and an axiom τ under fuzzy interpretation I , denoted ed(O, τ , I), is 
defined as follows, where ⇒ is a fuzzy implication:

ed(O, τ ,I)= I(O)⇒ τI . (8)

Usually, ⇒ is the same fuzzy implication used in the semantics of the GCIs, but this is not really necessary. Our reasoning 
algorithm in Section 7 will assume that ⇒ satisfies (OP) and (NFNP). Of course, if I �|=OU then I(OU ) = 0, so ed(O, τ , I) =
0 ⇒ τI = 1, while if I |=OU then I(OU ) = 1, so ed(O, τ , I) = ed(OQ , τ , I). Note that for type-1 and interval ontologies 
and axioms, ed(O, τ , I) ∈ {0, 1}.

Remark 11. In Zadeh type-2 DLs, the use of Rescher implication implies that ed(O, τ , I) ∈ {0, 1}.

The entailment degree between a fuzzy ontology O and axiom τ , denoted ed(O, τ ), is defined as6

ed(O, τ )= inf
I|=OU ,I(OQ )>0

ed(OQ , τ ,I) . (9)

Therefore, for type-1 and interval ontologies and axioms τ , ed(O, τ ) ∈ {0, 1} and ed(O, τ ) = 1 iff O |= τ , where the latter 
entailment notion |= is defined in the usual way (every model of O is also a model of τ ).

If we see O Q as the fuzzy FOL formula �OQ , it is easily verified that

ed(O, τ )= inf
I|=OU ,I(OQ )>0

(�OQ → τ )I . (10)

where I has been adapted to fuzzy FOL models in the obvious way and → is interpreted as ⇒.
The Best Entailment Degree (BED) between a fuzzy ontology O and a (classical) type-0 axiom a ∈ {a:C, (a1, a2):R, (a, v):T ,

C1 � C2}, denoted bed(O, a), is defined as

bed(O,a)= sup{γ ∈ [0,1] | ed(O, 〈a≥ γ 〉)= 1} . (11)

Please note again that, for type-1 fuzzy ontologies, the above notion corresponds to the usual best entailment degree
notion [56] defined as7

bed(O,a)= sup{γ ∈ [0,1] |O |= 〈a≥ γ 〉} . (12)

To conclude this part, we can define the Best Satisfiability Degree (BSD) of a concept C w.r.t. O, denoted as bsd(O, C), as8

bsd(O, C)= sup
I|=OU ,I(OQ )>0

sup
x∈�I
{I(OQ )⇒ CI(x)} . (13)

Witnessed models. As we have seen, the semantics of existential restrictions, universal restrictions, and GCIs use the oper-
ations of supremum or infimum. It could be possible to build an infinite interpretation (with infinite domain elements) 

5 More precisely, in an extension described in Appendix A.
6 Assuming inf ∅ = 1.
7 In this case, we always have that ed(O, 〈a, γ 〉) ∈ {0, 1}.
8 Here we assume sup∅ = 1.
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such that the limit of the infinite sequence converges to some value (if the sequence is increasing, this will be supremum; 
otherwise it will be the infimum), but the condition is not attained at any of the elements of the domain [32]. These models 
are usually not interesting in knowledge representation.

As usual in fuzzy DLs, we will assume that all models are witnessed,9 where whenever an sup (resp. inf) operator is 
involved, the supremum (resp. infimum) is attained at some point (in �I or �D , depending on the domain the limit oper-
ation ranges over) called the witness of the condition. In witnessed models, we further have that the following conditions 
need to be satisfied:

(∃R.C)I(x)= RI(x, z)⊗ CI(z)

(∀R.C)I(x)= RI(x, z)⇒ CI(z)

(∃T .d)I(x)= T I(x, v)⊗ dD(v)

(∀T .d)I(x)= T I(x, v)⇒ dD(v)

〈C1 � C2, t〉I = tT(CI
1 (z)⇒ CI

2 (z))

for some z ∈�I and v ∈�D . Note that in finitely-valued DLs, all models are witnessed.

5. Expressivity of previous type-2 description logics

In this section we will show that the previous work on type-2 extensions to fuzzy DLs described in Section 3, which is 
actually restricted to interval axioms or concepts, is not expressive enough because such logics can be represented using 
type-1 languages. Our first results will be related with the logic in [35], with type-2 concept and role assertions.

Proposition 3. Given a fuzzy language X , interval concept assertions 〈a : C, [γ1, γ2]〉 can be reduced (by preserving models) to type-1 
concept assertions if one of the following conditions hold:

• X supports axioms of the form 〈a:C ≤ β〉, or
• X supports an involutive negation.

Proof. Consider an axiom 〈a:C, [γ1, γ2]〉. Then I |= 〈a:C, [γ1, γ2]〉 if CI(aI) ∈ [γ1, γ2]. On the one hand, if X contains 
axioms of the form 〈a:C ≤ β〉, it is clear that 〈a:C, [γ1, γ2]〉 can be reduced to the pair of axioms 〈a:C ≥ γ1〉 and 〈a:C ≤ γ2〉. 
On the other hand, if X contains an involutive negation, 〈a:C, [γ1, γ2]〉 can be reduced to the pair of axioms 〈a:C ≥ γ1〉
and 〈a:¬C ≥ �γ2〉. In fact, I |= 〈a:C ≥ γ1〉 if CI(aI) ≥ γ1, while 〈a:¬C ≥ �γ2〉 if (¬C)I(aI) = �CI(aI) ≥ �γ2. As � is 
non-increasing, it follows that �(�CI (aI)) ≤�(�γ2) and as � is involutive CI(aI) ≤ γ2 and, thus, CI(aI) ∈ [γ1, γ2]. �
Proposition 4. Given a fuzzy language X , then an interval role assertion 〈(a1, a2):R, [γ1, γ2]〉 can be reduced to (by preserving 
models) type-1 role assertions if one of the following conditions hold:

• X supports axioms of the form 〈(a1, a2):R ≤ β〉, or
• X supports an involutive role negation.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3. �
The preconditions in Propositions 3 and 4 hold in Zadeh or Łukasiewicz fuzzy DLs. In Gödel and Product fuzzy DLs, the 

preconditions only hold if the logic is extended with involutive negation, as proposed in [12], or if the language supports 
concept and role assertions of the form 〈a ≤ α〉. This is very likely to be the case, because it has been shown that Gödel and 
Product fuzzy DLs without fuzzy assertions of the form 〈a : C ≤ α〉 are not really fuzzy, in the sense that a fuzzy ontology 
has a fuzzy model only if the ontology that is obtained by replacing any axiom 〈a ≥ α〉 with a has a model [21].

Now we will discuss some results related with the logic in [6], with type-2 GCIs.

Proposition 5. Given a fuzzy DL language X , interval GCIs 〈C1 � C2, [γ1, γ2]〉 can be reduced to the pair of type-1 axioms 〈C1 � C2 ≥
γ1〉, and 〈a:C1→ C2 ≤ γ2〉 (where a is a new individual, not appearing in the fuzzy ontology) if the following conditions hold:

• X supports axioms of the form 〈a:C ≤ β〉 or involutive negation, and
• X supports concept implication.

9 In fact, the usefulness of non-witnessed models is questionable from a knowledge representation point of view [56] and, thus, they are usually left out.
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Proof. Assume I |= 〈C1 � C2, [γ1, γ2]〉, that is, (i) (CI
1 (x) ⇒ CI

2 (x)) ≥ γ1 for every x ∈�I ; and (ii) there is some y ∈ �I

such that (CI
1 (y) ⇒ CI

2 (y)) ≤ γ2.
The first part (i) is captured by the type-1 GCI 〈C1 � C2 ≥ γ1〉, while the second part (ii) is captured either by the type-1 

concept assertions 〈a:C1→ C2 ≤ γ2〉 or by 〈a:¬(C1→ C2) ≥�γ2〉, for a new individual a. �
The preconditions in Proposition 5 hold in Łukasiewicz DLs, which is the semantics considered in [6]. They also hold in 

Gödel and Product fuzzy DLs extended with implication concepts and involutive negation, as well as in Gödel and Product 
fuzzy DLs extended with implication concepts and axioms of the form 〈a : C ≤ β〉. As discussed in Remark 10, interval GCIs 
do not make sense in Zadeh DLs with Rescher implication in the semantics of GCIs. Assuming Kleene–Dienes implication in 
the semantics of GCIs, Proposition 5 holds in Zadeh DLs as well.

Finally, we will discuss some results related with the logic in [41], with type-2 concept expressions.

Proposition 6. Given a fuzzy DL language X with threshold concepts and Gödel conjunction, an interval concept expression C[α1,α2]
can be represented as C[≥α1] �G C[≤α2] , where �G denotes Gödel conjunction.

Proof. Given an interpretation I , (C[α1,α2])I is non-zero for those individuals x ∈�I such that CI(x) ∈ [α1, α2], and such 
individuals belong to the concept with degree CI (x) [41]. By definition, for all x ∈�I

(C[≥α1] �G C[≤α2])I(x)=min{CI[≥α1](x), CI[≤α2](x)} (14)

Now, if CI(x) /∈ [α1, α2] then either CI[≥α1](x) or CI[≤α2](x) is 0 and, thus, Eq. (14) evaluates to 0 as well. Otherwise, CI(x) ∈
[α1, α2] and Eq. (14) evaluates to CI(x), which concludes. �

The preconditions in Proposition 6 trivially hold in Zadeh, and Gödel fuzzy DLs with threshold concepts, because they 
directly have such t-norm. Furthermore, they hold in Łukasiewicz DLs with threshold concepts because the logic has an 
S-implication so that C1→ C2 can be represented as ¬C1 � C2, and the minimum is representable from the implication as 
shown in Remark 5 (let us recall that [41] also assumes an S-implication). Finally, the preconditions hold in Product fuzzy 
DLs extended with threshold concepts and implication, so that Remark 5 can be applied.

However, it is unknown whether interval concept expressions over roles, such as in ∃R[α1,α2].C , can be reduced in a 
similar way as in Proposition 6 by using threshold concepts only.

Before concluding this section, it is worth to note that fuzzy DLs with involutive negation or axioms of the form 〈τ ≤ β〉
can be undecidable in presence of GCIs [3,21,25]. To solve it, our reasoning algorithm in Section 7 assumes some restrictions 
in the TBox.

6. Type-2 fuzzy OWL 2 ontology languages

The previous syntax based on classical DLs is not appropriate to represent fuzzy ontologies in practice. In such scenarios, 
fuzzy ontology languages are needed. This section discusses how to extend a type-1 ontology language to the type-2 case. 
In this section, type-1 membership functions will be restricted to those in Fig. 1, defined over [0, 1].
Type-1 Fuzzy OWL 2. Fuzzy OWL 2 [14] is one of the few fuzzy ontology languages at hand so far, which consists on extending 
OWL 2 ontologies with OWL 2 annotations encoding fuzzy information using a XML-like syntax. The key idea of this repre-
sentation is to start with an OWL 2 ontology created as usual, with a classical ontology editor. Then, the user can annotate 
the elements to represent the features of the fuzzy ontology that OWL 2 cannot directly encode.

It is possible to annotate fuzzy axioms by adding a lower bound numerical degree of truth and to represent fuzzy 
datatypes. In more expressive fuzzy DLs, it is possible to represent fuzzy modifiers and other fuzzy concepts and roles that 
do not have an equivalent in the classical case, namely aggregated concepts, fuzzy nominals, and fuzzy modified roles. In 
order to separate the annotations including fuzzy information from other annotations, a special annotation property called 
fuzzyLabel is used, and every annotation is identified by the tag fuzzyOwl2. There is a Protégé plug-in making the 
syntax of the annotations transparent to the users.10

Example 5. A fuzzy concept assertion 〈bob:Tall ≥ 0.4〉 can be represented by annotating the classical axiom bob:Tall
with the degree ≥ 0.4 as follows:

<ClassAssertion>
<Class IRI=’#Tall’/>
<NamedIndividual IRI=’#bob’/>
<Annotation>
<AnnotationProperty IRI=’#fuzzyLabel’/>
<Literal datatypeIRI=’&rdf;PlainLiteral’>

10 http :/ /www.umbertostraccia .it /cs /software /FuzzyOWL.

http://www.umbertostraccia.it/cs/software/FuzzyOWL
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<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="axiom">
<Degree value="0.4" />

</fuzzyOwl2>
</Literal>

</Annotation>
</ClassAssertion>

A recent extension extends the syntax of Fuzzy OWL 2 to specify an upper degree for some axioms [8], namely concept 
assertions and, if the equivalent crisp language supports negative property assertions, property assertions as well. The syntax 
is the following one:

<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="axiom">
<Degree maxValue="<DOUBLE>" />

</fuzzyOwl2>

The syntax of Fuzzy OWL 2 fuzzy datatypes is:

<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="datatype">
<DATATYPE>

</fuzzyOwl2>

<DATATYPE> :=
<Datatype type="leftshoulder" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Datatype type="rightshoulder" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Datatype type="triangular" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" c="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Datatype type="trapezoidal" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" c="<DOUBLE>" d="<DOUBLE>" />

where a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ d, and a, b, c, d ∈ [0, 1]. a, b, c, d correspond to the parameters q1, q2, q3, q4 in Fig. 1, respectively.

Example 6. Let us represent the fuzzy datatype YoungAge = left20,40 denoting the age of a young person. This fuzzy 
datatype is represented using a datatype definition of base type xsd:real annotated as follows:

<AnnotationAssertion>
<AnnotationProperty IRI=’#fuzzyLabel’/>
<IRI>#YoungAge</IRI>
<Literal datatypeIRI=’&rdf;PlainLiteral’>
<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="datatype">
<Datatype type="leftshoulder" a="20" b="40" />

</fuzzyOwl2>
</Literal>

</AnnotationAssertion>

Type-2 Fuzzy OWL 2. Fuzzy OWL 2 has been designed to represent type-1 ontologies so far. In the rest of this section, we 
will discuss how to extend it to represent interval and type-2 ontologies as well.

Interval ontologies can immediately be represented in Fuzzy OWL 2 by combining value and maxValue attributes. 
For the sake of clarity, we propose to extend the language with the attribute minValue as an alias for value. Example 7
shows how to represent axioms in interval type-2 ontologies. The syntax is the following one, where at least one of the 
attributes must appear:

<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="axiom">
<Degree (minValue | value)="<DOUBLE>" maxValue="<DOUBLE>" />

</fuzzyOwl2>

Example 7. Let us represent the fuzzy axiom 〈bob:Tall, [0.4, 0.9]〉 restricting the tallness of Bob. This can be achieved by 
annotating the classical axiom bob:Tall as follows:

<ClassAssertion>
<Class IRI=’#Tall’/>
<NamedIndividual IRI=’#bob’/>
<Annotation>
<AnnotationProperty IRI=’#fuzzyLabel’/>
<Literal datatypeIRI=’&rdf;PlainLiteral’>
<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="axiom">

<Degree minValue="0.4" maxValue="0.9" />
</fuzzyOwl2>

</Literal>
</Annotation>

</ClassAssertion>

Now let us discuss how to represent type-2 ontologies. To start with, we need to define a syntax for type-2 datatypes, 
which consist of a pair of type-1 datatypes related via the minValue and maxValue attributes. To be effective (and 
guarantee an implementation), we restrict these datatype functions to those in Fig. 1, where the syntax of type-1 fuzzy 
datatypes [14] is extended with the linear function (that was not yet supported as datatype). The proposed syntax for 
type-2 datatypes is:
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<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="datatype">
<TYPE1DATATYPE> | <TYPE2DATATYPE>

</fuzzyOwl2>

<TYPE1DATATYPE> :=
<Datatype type="leftshoulder" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Datatype type="rightshoulder" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Datatype type="triangular" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" c="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Datatype type="trapezoidal" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" c="<DOUBLE>" d="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Datatype type="linear" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" />

<TYPE2DATATYPE> :=
<Datatype (minValue | value)="<TYPE1DATNAME>" maxValue="<TYPE1DATNAME>" />

where in the linear datatypes a, b ∈ [0, 1] correspond to the parameters q1, q2 in Fig. 1 (e), respectively, in type-2 datatypes 
both the attributes minValue and maxValue are mandatory, and TYPE1DATNAME refers to the name of a previously 
defined type-1 datatype.

Example 8. Consider again Example 1. The type-2 datatype can be represented by annotating three OWL 2 datatypes 
LowerMediumRank, UpperMediumRank, and MediumRank as follows:

<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="LowerMediumRank">
<Datatype type="trapezoidal" a="2.2" b="3" c="4.5" d="5" />

</fuzzyOwl2>

<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="UpperMediumRank">
<Datatype type="trapezoidal" a="1.6" b="3" c="4.5" d="5.5" />

</fuzzyOwl2>

<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="MediumRank">
<Datatype minValue="LowerMediumRank" maxValue="UpperMediumRank" />

</fuzzyOwl2>

Then, we can define the concept ∃hasRanking.MediumRank to represent a medium value for the evaluation.

It only remains to show how to represent type-2 axioms. This can be achieved similarly as for type-2 datatypes. Firstly, 
we annotate OWL 2 datatypes to represent type-1 and type-2 truth-types, using the following syntax:

<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="degree">
<TYPE1TRUTHTYPE> | <TYPE2TRUTHTYPE>

</fuzzyOwl2>

<TYPE1TRUTHTYPE> :=
<Degree type="leftshoulder" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Degree type="rightshoulder" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Degree type="triangular" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" c="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Degree type="trapezoidal" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" c="<DOUBLE>" d="<DOUBLE>" /> |
<Degree type="linear" a="<DOUBLE>" b="<DOUBLE>" />

<TYPE2TRUTHTYPE> :=
<Degree (minValue | value)="<TYPE1TTNAME>" maxValue="<TYPE1TTNAME>" />

where parameters a, b, c, d ∈ [0, 1], TYPE1TTNAME refers to the name of previously defined type-1 truth-type, and the two 
attributes of a type-2 truth type are mandatory.

Finally, axioms can be annotated as follows:

<fuzzyOwl2 fuzzyType="axiom">
( <Degree (minValue | value)="<DOUBLE> | <TYPE1TTNAME>"

maxValue="<DOUBLE> | <TYPE1TTNAME>" /> ) |
<Degree (minValue | value)="<TYPE2TTNAME>"

</fuzzyOwl2>

where TYPE1TTNAME and TYPE2TTNAME refer to the names of previously defined type-1 and type-2 truth-types, respec-
tively, and at least one of the attributes of type-0 and type-1 truth types must appear. This way, for type-0 and type-1 
axioms it is possible to specify two truth types (a lower one and an upper one) or only one, while for type-2 axioms it is 
only possible to specify one.

7. Reasoning with type-2 description logics

In this section we discuss how to reason with type-2 DLs. Firstly, we recap some interesting reasoning tasks and discuss 
their mutual reductions. Then, we discuss how we extend some type-1 reasoning algorithms in order to adapt them to the 
new logic.
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7.1. Main type-2 reasoning tasks

This section defines the main reasoning tasks in type-2 DLs we are interested in. As we will see, there are some differ-
ences with other fuzzy DLs due to the fact that qualified type-2 axioms hold to some degree of truth.

Consistency problem. Determine whether a type-2 ontology O is consistent.

Entailment problem. Given a type-2 ontology O and a type-1 axiom τ = 〈a ≥ α〉, determine whether ed(O, τ ) = 1 or, equiv-
alently, O |= τ .

Best entailment degree problem. Given a type-2 ontology O and a (classical) type-0 axiom a ∈ {a:C, (a1, a2):R, (a, v):T , C1 �
C2}, determine bed(O, a).

Best satisfiability degree problem. Given a type-2 ontology O and a concept C , determine bsd(O, C).

In our opinion, the entailment and the BED do not make sense for other types of axioms.

7.2. Overview of the reasoning algorithm

Now we will provide a reasoning algorithm for some type-2 DLs. In particular, we will discuss how we may extend exist-
ing reasoning algorithms for type-1 DLs based on a combination of a tableau algorithm with an optimization problem [12,
15,53,55] to deal with type-2 DLs. The method extends the preliminary results in [13], that are restricted to Łukasiewicz 
ALC and do not support type-2 datatypes or type-2 truth-types.

We recap here the idea of these optimization-based algorithms (for more details, see e.g., [9,56]). Each reasoning task is 
reduced to a variable minimization/maximization problem with respect to a fuzzy ontology. Then, the algorithm applies several 
tableau rules that decompose complex concept expressions into simpler ones, as usual in tableau algorithms, but also 
generates a system of inequation constraints. Such inequations need to hold in order to respect the semantics of the fuzzy 
DL constructors. These rules preserve both the consistency of the fuzzy ontology and the value of the variable that is being 
optimized. After all rules have been applied, an optimization problem must be solved before obtaining the final result. The 
tableau rules are deterministic and only one optimization problem is obtained. This problem has a solution iff the fuzzy 
ontology is consistent: if the problem has a solution, one can easily obtain from it the solution to the original reasoning 
task; otherwise, the fuzzy ontology is inconsistent and hence the result is 1 (for minimization, 0 for maximization) because 
an inconsistent ontology entails everything. Such an algorithm has been implemented into e.g., the fuzzyDL reasoner [18], 
arguably one of the most evolved fuzzy DL reasoners so far.

In order to make our method applicable some specific restrictions must hold.

R1 The language supports Łukasiewicz negation or axioms of the form τ ≤ β .
R2 The semantics is restricted to the truth space [0, 1] or to a finite subset of it. As finite set of degrees of truth, one can 

take, for example, the well-known space Nn = {0, 1n , . . . , n−1
n , 1} for some natural n ≥ 2, or the machine-representable 

set of degrees of truth. In some cases, one could preprocess the ontology to identify the finite set of truth values we 
may restrict on, in the style of [54] for type-1 Zadeh DLs.

R3 The TBox is acyclic (or it can be converted into an equivalent acyclic TBox) [19] or empty. This restriction does not 
apply for Zadeh DLs, or if the truth space is finite.

R4 The semantics is restricted to witnessed models.
R5 The semantics of the entailment degree assumes an implication that satisfies (OP) and (NFNP).
R6 There is a reasoning algorithm for type-1 DLs based on a combination of a tableau algorithm with an optimization 

problem P generated during the inference process such that the BED/BSD problems can be reduced to a minimization/-
maximization problem w.r.t. operational research equations and that the following conditions hold:

bed(O,a)=min x. s.t. O ∪ {〈a≤ x〉} is satisfiable (15)

bsd(O,a)=max x. s.t. O ∪ {〈a≥ x〉} is satisfiable . (16)

R7 Both the fuzzy logic operators and the fuzzy membership functions need to be representable as inequations in P .
R8 Inequations of the form exp > 0 need to be representable, where exp is an expression in P . For ease, we assume that 

a sufficiently small ε > 0 can be determined such that the condition exp > 0 can be encoded as exp ≥ ε . Note that 
this is always possible if the truth space is finite, but a priori finiteness may not always be necessary: it might be 
possible to take the ε after analyzing the degrees of truth in the ontology and/or the numerical values in the generated 
optimization problem. We do not address this further: for the sake of our purpose, it suffices to assume that exp > 0 is 
representable.
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These restrictions might seem restrictive, though some significant type-1 fuzzy DLs with concrete domains that satisfy the 
restrictions enumerated above are Zadeh ALC(D) [55], Łukasiewicz ALC(D) assuming a restricted TBox [55],11 and general 
ALC(D) extended with an involutive negation assuming a restricted TBox [12].12

In the following we comment on the few restrictions we proposed before:

Remark 12. The reason to assume that the TBox is acyclic is that it has been shown that reasoning is undecidable for several 
fuzzy DLs in the presence of GCIs. This is the case e.g., in Łukasiewicz [25] and Product fuzzy DLs [3,9,21]. However, it is 
worth to stress that non-acyclic TBoxes can usually be (totally or partially) transformed into equivalent acyclic TBoxes using 
an absorption algorithm, as experimentally shown in [19].

Remark 13. A side effect of restriction R6 above is that the minima (resp. maxima) in Eq. (15) (resp. Eq. (16)) exist and can 
be determined via operation research methods. Also, e.g., in the case of the BED, as O ∪ {〈a ≤ x〉} has to be satisfiable, from 
the computed solution to the optimization problem we may materialize a model I of O ∪ {〈a ≤ α〉}, where bed(O, a) = α
and, specifically, aI = α (as α is a minimum) holds. A similar argument applies for the BSD.

This is captured by means of some witnessing conditions for BED and BSD. These witnessing conditions are generalized to 
type-2 fuzzy DLs, which in the following we will assume to hold: for a ∈ {a:C, (a1, a2):R, (a, v):T , C1 � C2} and O consistent,

if bed(O,a)= α then (I(OQ )⇒ (aI = α))= 1 ; (17)

if bsd(O, C)= α then ∃x ∈�I s.t. (I(OQ )⇒ CI(x))= α (18)

for some witnessed model I of O (i.e., I |=OU and I(OQ ) > 0). Note that Eqs. (15)–(18) hold if the truth space is finite.

Remark 14. For some type-1 DLs the BED cannot be computed using a minimization problem as in Eq. (15) because the 
minima is not guaranteed to exist (similarly for the maxima in the BSD problem). An example is Gödel ALC(D) over 
[0, 1] extended with concept implication and Łukasiewicz negation or axioms of the form τ ≤ β . For instance, consider the 
following (strictly speaking propositional) ontology O, with two axioms

〈a:A→ B ≤ 0.3〉
〈a:B ≥ 0.3〉 .

It is easy to see that in any model I of O, BI(aI) = 0.3 and AI(aI) > 0.3. Therefore, according to Eq. (12), bed(O, a:A) =
0.3. However, in this case the BED is not witnessed, that is, the minimal x such that O ∪ {a:A ≤ x} is satisfiable actually 
does not exist, and indeed O ∪ {a:A = 0.3} is inconsistent. This motivates why existing reasoning algorithms for type-1 DLs 
based on a combination of a tableau algorithm with an optimization problem need to be restricted to witnessed BED and 
BSD [12].

A possible solution is to restrict to a finite truth space, as Gödel DLs do not satisfy the witnessing model property 
anyway. For instance, assuming N1000, the fuzzyDL reasoner determines bed(O, a:A) = 0.301, as expected.

Remark 15. One might wonder what to do if we have to deal with a fuzzy DL for which e.g., the BED witnessing condition 
does not hold.While this problem is beyond the scope of this work because it also affects type-1 DLs, let us nevertheless 
recall a partial solution to it. We know that O |= 〈a ≥ α〉 iff O ∪ {〈a < α〉} is not satisfiable [54]. Therefore,

bed(O,a)= sup x. s.t. O ∪ {〈a < x〉} is not satisfiable . (19)

While operational research methods seem not well-suited to solve a maximization problem over a set of operational re-
search constraints that should not be satisfied, we may still use them somewhat (or any alternative satisfiability checking 
procedure) in a similar way as suggested in [54]: select some α and test whether O ∪ {〈a < α〉} is satisfiable and then, 
by a binary search over the allowed values for α, search for the maximal α such that the previous satisfiability test fails. 
However, this method is not guaranteed to converge in finite time and may find only an approximate solution. Of course, it 
converges in finite time when α may take a finite number of possible values, but then the BED is witnessed.

Now, we will show how, under the restrictions assumed before, we may reason within type-2 fuzzy DLs.
At first, we have assumed that the fuzzy logic operators and the fuzzy predicates are P representable. In particular, we 

require the following constraints to be P representable:

• x1⇒ x2 = z,
• ∧

i xi = z,

11 To illustrate the importance of these two logics, fuzzyDL reasoner supports a more expressive language w.r.t. machine-representable set of degrees of 
truth [18].
12 This language extended with concept implication does not satisfy R6; see Remarks 13–14.
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• d(xi) ≥ z,
• d(xi) ≤ z,
• t(xi) ≥ z, and
• t(xi) ≤ z,

where xi, z are [0, 1]-variables, d is a type-1 datatype and t is a type-1 truth-type. For the sake of completeness, Appendix C
illustrates how to represent those restrictions in some popular cases. Note that the four latter constraints trivially imply that 
d(x) = z and t(x) = z are P representable as well.

In general, P can be a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) problem, but in some particular cases we can 
have an easier problem. In Zadeh, Łukasiewicz, and Gödel DLs, P is a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) prob-
lem [51], while for the Product t-norm P is a Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained Programming (MIQCP) problem. Note 
that all the operators in Fig. 1 are MILP representable.

In Appendix B we include an example of reasoning algorithm for general type-1 ALC(D) extended with Łukasiewicz 
negation and an implication. Such algorithm can be applied directly to an ontology O only if OQ = ∅. Our extended 
algorithm will be able to deal with axioms of the form 〈a ≥ xa〉, which can be handled similarly as 〈a ≥ α〉, but replacing 
the value α with the variable xa and observing that in the initialization step, it is not necessary to add constraints of the 
form xa ≥ xa that Lines 7, 13, and 19 of Algorithm 1 would generate.

7.3. Computing the BED and the BSD in type-2 ontologies

At first, let us note that the following result holds straightforwardly.

Proposition 7. Let O be a type-2 ontology and ⇒ an implication defining the entailment degree of O satisfying (OP) and (NFNP). 
Then, O is consistent iff bed(O, a:⊥) = 0 iff bsd(O, ⊥) < 1, where a is a new individual.

Proof. Let us firstly prove the equivalence between consistency and the BED. If O is consistent, there is a model I such that 
I(OU ) = 1 and I(OQ ) > 0. In every model I , ⊥I(x) = 0 for every x ∈�I , so in particular ⊥I(aI) = 0. Thus, if γ = 0, then 
(a:⊥ ≥ γ )I = 1, while if γ ∈ (0, 1] then (a:⊥ ≥ γ )I = 0. By definition, bed(O, a:⊥) = sup{γ ∈ [0, 1] | ed(O, 〈a:⊥, ≥ γ 〉) = 1}. 
Thus, we are interested in those γ ∈ [0, 1] such that ed(O, 〈a:⊥, ≥ γ 〉) = infI|=OU ,I(OQ )>0 I(OQ ) ⇒ (a:⊥ ≥ γ )I = 1. Since 
⇒ verifies (OP), in every I we must have that I(OQ ) ≤ (a:⊥ ≥ γ )I . Since I(OQ ) > 0 and (a:⊥ ≥ γ )I ∈ {0, 1}, it follows 
that (a:⊥ ≥ γ )I = 1, so γ = 0 and bed(O, a:⊥) = sup{0} = 0.

To prove the other direction, assume that bed(O, a:⊥) = 0. If O is inconsistent, it has no models, so bed(O, a:⊥) =
inf ∅ = 1. Since this is in contradiction with the assumption that the BED is 0, O must be consistent.

The equivalence between consistency and the BSD is similar. If O is consistent, there is a model I such that I(OU ) =
1 and I(OQ ) > 0. In every model I , ⊥I(x) = 0 for every x ∈ �I , so bsd(O, ⊥) = supI|=OU ,I(OQ )>0 supx∈�I {I(OQ ) ⇒
⊥I(x)} = supI|=OU ,I(OQ )>0{I(OQ ) ⇒ 0}. Since I(OQ ) > 0 and ⇒ satisfies (NFNP), it follows that I(OQ ) ⇒ 0 < 1, so 
bsd(O, ⊥) < 1.

To prove the other direction, assume that bsd(O, ⊥) < 1. If O is inconsistent, it has no models, so bsd(O, �) = sup∅ = 1. 
Since this is in contradiction with the assumption that the BSD is smaller than 1, O must be consistent. �

The entailment of a type-1 axiom τ = 〈a ≥ α〉, with α ∈ (0, 1], is also not of particular interest as it suffices to compute 
γ = bed(O, a) and check whether γ ≥ α.

Our goal now is to provide procedures determining bed(O, a) when OQ �= ∅, where a ∈ {a:C, (a, b):R, C1 � C2}, and 
bsd(O, C) for a concept C .

Now, the following result can be shown.

Proposition 8. Let O = OU ∪ OQ be a consistent type-2 ontology with a witnessed model, and assume the BED/BSD witnessing 
conditions in Eqs. (17) and (18) hold. Then

bed(O,a)=min x. such that OU ∪ {�Q > 0, (�Q → (a≤ x))= 1} is satisfiable (20)

bsd(O, C)=max x. such that OU ∪ {�Q > 0, (�Q → a:C)≥ x} is satisfiable (21)

where x is a [0, 1]-valued variable, a ∈ {a:C, (a1, a2):R, (a, v):T , C1 � C2}, a is new individual, and C is a fuzzy concept.

Proof. Let us prove the case of Eq. (20); the case of Eq. (21) can be shown similarly.
Assume bed(O, a) = α and consider C =OU ∪ {�Q > 0, (�Q → (a ≤ x)) = 1}. As the witnessing condition 17 is satisfied 

and O is consistent, for some witnessed model I of O (i.e., I |=OU and I(OQ ) > 0) we have that I(OQ ) ⇒〈a= α〉I = 1
and, thus, (�Q > 0)I = 1 and (�Q → (a≤ α))I = 1. As a consequence, C is satisfiable with solution x = α.

Now, assume to the contrary that there is another model I ′ for C with x = α′ < α, i.e., α is not minimal. So, I ′ |=
OU , I ′(OQ ) > 0 and (�Q → (a ≤ α′))I ′ = 1. As I ′(OQ ) > 0, (a ≤ α′)I ′ = 1 follows. Since bed(O, a) = α, by Eq. (11) we 
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know that ed(O, 〈a ≥ α〉) = 1. That is, for all interpretations J with J |= OU and J (OQ ) > 0, (�OQ → (a ≥ α))J = 1

has to hold, and, thus (�OQ → (a ≥ α))I
′ = 1. As I ′(OQ ) > 0, (a ≥ α)I

′ = 1 follows, contradicting (a ≤ α′)I ′ = 1 because 
α′ < α. So, x = α is also the minimal solution for C , which concludes. �

We next show that both optimization problems of Proposition 8 can be encoded into a type-1 fuzzy DL optimization 
problem, for which an algorithm is assumed to exist. Hence, let us determine both bed(O, a), where a is of the form a:C , 
(a, b):R , (a, v):T or C1 � C2, and bsd(O, C).

At first, for any expression τ ′ = 〈a′, t′〉, with t′ being a type-1 truth-type that occurs in the optimization problems of 
Proposition 8, we introduce a new [0, 1]-variable xτ ′ that will hold the degree of truth of τ ′ . In order to connect the value 
of the variable xτ ′ to the degree of truth of the axiom τ ′ , we replace τ ′ with 〈a′ ≥ xa′ 〉, and consider the constraints:

t′(xa′) ≤ xτ ′
t′(xa′) ≥ xτ ′ ,

(22)

which are by assumption P representable.
If we have τ ′ = 〈a′, t′〉, with t′ = (t′L, t′U ) being a type-2 truth-type, we proceed similarly but replacing Eq. (22) with:

t′L(xa′) ≤ xτ ′
t′U (xa′) ≥ xτ ′ ,

(23)

which are again by assumption P representable.
Finally, in case a type-2 datatype d = (dL, dU ) is involved in concept expressions, there is also an implicit restriction on 

d as dictated by Eq. (3). This has to be reflected also in all the inference rules. For instance, if we consider the reasoning 
rules in Table B.3, this idea must be used to extend the rules (∃d), (∀d), (¬4), and (¬6). The required extension is detailed 
in Appendix D, but we will summarize it here.

In the type-1 rules where a datatype d occurs, there is a variable of the form xw:d . In the type-2 reasoning algorithm, 
this variable xw:d is replaced with the expression xw:d ⊗ y, where y = (xw:d ∈ [z1, z2]). Next, we must add the constraints

z1 ≥ dL(xa′)
z2 ≤ dU (xa′)
z1, z2 ∈ [0,1] .

(24)

Finally, we encode the restriction y = (xw:d ∈ [z1, z2]) by means of the following constraints (note that restriction R8 is 
assumed):

y + 1 = y1 + y2
(1− y)+ xw:d ≥ z1
xw:d ≤ z2 + (1− y)

xw:d − z1 − 2y1 < 0
2y2 + xw:d − z2 > 0
y, y1, y2 ∈ {0,1} ,

(25)

The intuitive idea is the following. The first constraint restricts to three possible cases, since the variables y, y1, y2 are 
binary.

• If y = 1, y1 = 1, y2 = 1, it follows that xw:d ∈ [z1, z2].
• If y = 0, y1 = 0, y2 = 1, we have that xw:d < z1.
• If y = 0, y1 = 1, y2 = 0, we have that xw:d > z2.

Hence, y = (xw:d ∈ [z1, z2]) is correctly encoded.
We are ready now to address the BED and BSD problems.

The case of bed(O, a). Let us consider Eq. (20) in Proposition 8. Please note that bed(O, (a1, a2):R) = bed(O ∪ {〈a2:A ≥
1〉}, a1:∃R.A) where A is a new atomic concept, and that bed(O, (a, v):T ) is equivalent to bed(O, a:∃T .crispv,v) as shown 
in Remark 8. So, we do not need to address further these cases. How to encode OU is already known (see, e.g., [56]), so we 
do not address it below.

Let us consider first a = a:C . We need to encode

(�Q → (a:C ≤ x))= 1 .

To this end, let us add 〈a:C ≤ x〉 to OU . Now, informally, τ = 〈a:C ≤ x〉 is either true or false. If true then (�Q → 1) = 1
always holds. Otherwise, (�Q → 0) = 1 requires that �Q = 0 has to hold, which contradicts the assumption that �Q > 0. 
Thus, we consider a variable x�Q that will hold the degree of truth of �Q and assess that x�Q > 0 (restriction R8 is 
assumed). Then, (�Q → (a:C ≤ x)) = 1 and �Q > 0 can be encoded as
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x�Q > 0
xa:C ≤ x∧

τ j∈OQ
xτ j = x�Q

x�Q , xτ j , xa:C ∈ [0,1] .
(26)

Consider now the case a = C1 � C2. If the fuzzy DL includes concept implication, we can proceed by taking into account 
that bed(O, C1 � C2) =min x. such that OU ∪ {(�Q → (a:¬Ł(C1→ C2) ≥ 1 − x)) = 1} is satisfiable. However, we will give an 
encoding that does not need to assume that concept implication is in the language:

1. add 〈a:C1 ≤ x1〉 and 〈a:C2 ≥ x2〉 to OU , for new [0, 1]-variables x1 and x2;
2. replace Eq. (26) with

x�Q > 0
x1⇒ x2 = ximp
ximp ≤ x⊗

τ j∈OQ
xτ j = x�Q

x�Q , xτ j , x1, x2, ximp ∈ [0,1] .

(27)

The following can easily be shown.

Proposition 9. If a type-2 ontology O = OQ ∪OU has a witnessed model, all assumptions R1–R8 hold, and the BED satisfies the 
witnessing condition in Eq. (17), then for a ∈ {a:C, (a1, a2):R, (a, v):T , C1 � C2} the extended algorithm terminates and computes 
bed(O, a).

The case of bsd(O, C). This case is pretty similar to the case before. At first, we add 〈a:C ≥ xa:C 〉 to OU , where a is a new 
individual.

Now, we introduce a variable xQ C holding the degree of truth of (�Q → a:C). To encode (�Q → a:C) ≥ x and �Q > 0, 
we consider the following constraints:

x�Q > 0
xQ C ≥ x
x�Q ⇒ xn:C = xQ C⊗

τ j∈OQ
xτ j = x�Q

xQ C , x�Q , xτ j ∈ [0,1] .

(28)

Proposition 10. If a type-2 ontology O =OQ ∪OU has a witnessed model, all assumptions R1–R8 hold, and the BSD satisfies the 
witnessing condition in Eq. (18), then the extended algorithm terminates and computes bsd(O, C).

Remark 16. Our encodings are designed to simplify Appendix C but are not optimal: we can easily save some variables and 
constraints. For example, in Eq. (27) we can omit ximp and replace the second and the third constraints with x1⇒ x2 ≤ x. 
Similarly, in Eq. (28) we can omit xQ C and replace the second and the third constraints with x�Q ⇒ xa:C ≥ x.

8. Conclusions and future work

This paper addressed the existing gap between type-2 fuzzy ontology applications and type-2 fuzzy ontology formalisms, 
guided by the so far considered applications of type-2 fuzzy ontologies. In particular, we have introduced a novel syntax 
and semantics of type-2 fuzzy DLs. Our approach makes the management of some uncertainty in the fuzzy membership 
functions possible.

The main feature of the proposed logic is the existence of type-2 datatypes and type-2 axioms. The supported type-2 
datatypes are the main requirement of type-2 fuzzy ontology applications. The supported type-2 axioms are satisfied to 
some degree by the models of a type-2 ontology, as opposed to traditional fuzzy ontology axioms.

We have also discussed the relation with type-0, type-1, and interval fuzzy DLs. In particular, we have shown that 
previous type-2 fuzzy DLs are generally subsumed by our proposal.

This paper also provides the basics to provide ontology developers with some tools to develop type-2 fuzzy ontology 
applications. In this regard, we have proposed an extension of the language Fuzzy OWL 2 to support type-2 fuzzy ontologies, 
and we have also discussed how to extend existing type-1 DL reasoning algorithms to support type-2 DLs under some 
restrictions.

Future work will include the implementation of the extensions of the Fuzzy OWL 2 language and the fuzzyDL reasoning 
system [18] to support type-2 fuzzy ontologies. To this end, it will also be necessary to investigate whether existing opti-
mizations for type-1 ontologies, such as [16,17,19], are still applicable in type-2 ontologies and to propose new optimization 
techniques: in fact, we have witnessed that optimizations make a huge difference in terms of computation time in practice.
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Finally, it is worth to stress that our approach to manage type-2 fuzzy DLs is not unique and alternative definitions could 
also be studied.
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Appendix A. Mapping fuzzy DLs to an extended fuzzy FOL

We show here how to map a fuzzy ontology into a fuzzy FOL formula. To ease the mapping of fuzzy datatypes and 
truth-types to FOL we will also slightly extend the fuzzy FOL language by allowing the so-called built-in predicates and 
the so-called fuzzy modifiers. Both have a fixed interpretation, and the former will be used to accommodate datatypes and 
truth-values, while the latter will be used to accommodate truth-types.

To start with, assume that the ontology O is of type-1 and does not have datatypes. Then the following inductively 
defined mapping σ , maps a type-1 axiom to a fuzzy FOL formula supporting type-0 truth-types13:

σ(〈a≥ α〉) �→ σ(a)≥ α

σ(〈a≤ α〉) �→ σ(a)≤ α

σ(a:C) �→ σ(C,a)

σ ((a1,a2):R) �→ R(a1,a2)

σ ((a,v):T ) �→ T (a,v)

σ (C1 � C2) �→ ∀x.σ (C1, x)→ σ(C2, x)

σ (C, z) �→ 1 if C =�
σ(C, z) �→ 0 if C =⊥
σ(C, z) �→ A(z) if C = A

σ(C, z) �→ σ(C1, z)∧ σ(C2, z) if C = C1 � C2

σ(C, z) �→ σ(C1, z)∨ σ(C2, z) if C = C1 � C2

σ(C, z) �→ ¬σ(D, z) if C =¬D

σ(C, z) �→ ∃y.R(z, y)∧ σ(D, y) if C = ∃R.D

σ(C, z) �→ ∀y.R(z, y)→ σ(D, y) if C = ∀R.D .

We next accommodate fuzzy datatypes. So, consider a type-1 datatype theory D = 〈�D, ·D〉. Then we define

σ(C, z) �→ ∃y.T (z, y)∧ d(y) if C = ∃T .d

σ(C, z) �→ ∀y.T (z, y)→ d(y) if C = ∀T .d ,

where fuzzy FOL has been extended by allowing unary built-in predicates d to occur with fixed interpretation dI = dD , for 
a fuzzy FOL interpretation I . The case of a type-2 datatype theory D = 〈�D, ·D〉 is more complicated. In that case,

σ(C, z) �→ ∃y∃r.Q(r)∧ T (z, y)∧ r ∧ (dL(y)≤ r)∧ (r ≤ dU (y)) if C = ∃T .(dL,dU )

σ (C, z) �→ ∀y∃r.(Q(r)∧ T (z, y))→ (r ∧ (dL(y)≤ r)∧ (r ≤ dU (y))) if C = ∀T .(dL,dU ) ,

where the unary built-in predicate Q has the fixed interpretation of rational numbers.
Finally, let us accommodate type-2 axioms. Hence, consider a type-2 truth-type theory T = 〈N , · T〉 and let pa be a new 

propositional letter for a ∈ {a:C, (a1, a2):R, (a, v):T , C1 � C2}. We define:

13 ∧, ∨, ¬, and → denote a t-norm, t-conorm, negation and an implication function, respectively, at syntactic level, z is either a variable or an individual 
constant. Rationals and type-0 truth-types may occur as atoms in formulae. The interpretation of rationals and type-0 truth-types is fixed in the obvious 
way. For formulae ϕ and ψ , ϕ ≤ ψ and ϕ ≥ ψ are shorthands for 1 → (ϕ→ ψ) and 1 → (ψ→ ϕ), respectively, while ϕ↔ ψ is a shorthand for (ϕ→
ψ) ∧ (ψ → ϕ).
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σ(〈a, t〉) �→ ((pa↔ σ(a))≥ 1)∧ t(pa)

σ (〈a, (tL, tU )〉) �→ ((pa↔ σ(a))≥ 1)∧ ∃r.Q(r)∧ r ∧ (tL(pa)≤ r)∧ (r ≤ tU (pa)) ,

where the fuzzy FOL has been extended by allowing fuzzy modifiers of the form t(p) to occur, for propositional letter p, and 
t has a fixed interpretation tI = tT . Note that the formula (pa↔ σ(a)) ≥ 1) encodes the fact that pa and σ(a) should have 
the same degree of truth in any model of the formula.

At last, given a type-2 ontology O we define

�O = (
∧

τ∈OU

σ(τ )) ∧ (
∧

τ∈OQ

σ(τ )) (A.1)

where the top-level ∧ are interpreted as Gödel t-norm. �OU is used to denote the left conjunct and �OQ is used to denote 
the right conjunct in Eq. (A.1), respectively, and, thus, �O = �OU ∧�OQ . We will also omit the reference to O if clear from 
context.

Appendix B. A reasoning algorithm for type-1 ALC(D)

To make this paper somewhat self-contained, we present here some essential details about the reasoning algorithm 
we rely on. This algorithm works for type-1 ALC(D) extended with Łukasiewicz negation and concept implication. The 
semantics is general, as it considers any left-continuous t-norm and its residuum. For ease of presentation, we restrict to 
the datatypes in Fig. 1 and assume that all the axioms are of the form 〈τ ≥ α〉, but recall that 〈a : C ≤ α〉 can be represented 
as 〈a : ¬L C ≥ 1 − α〉.

So, let O = 〈A, T 〉 be a type-1 ontology with T acyclic. bed(O, a:C) can be computed as min x. such that O ∪ {a:¬ŁC ≥
1 − x〉} is consistent. This is shown in Algorithm 1, which is based on the algorithm in [12], but does not use ‘lazy unfolding’ 
for simplicity (see, e.g., [56]) and considers fuzzy datatypes [55].14 The set of rules the algorithm is based on is illustrated 
in Table B.3.

Algorithm 1 Reasoning algorithm for type-1 ontologies.
Input: A concept assertion a:C , a fuzzy KB O
Output: min x. such that O ∪ {〈a:¬ŁC ≥ 1 − x〉} is consistent.

1: O←O ∪ {〈a:¬ŁC ≥ 1 − x〉}
2: create an empty forest F
3: CF ←∅
4: for each concept assertion 〈a:C ≥ α〉 ∈O do
5: create a node va in F if it does not exist
6: L(va) ←L(va) ∪ {C}
7: CF ← CF ∪ {xva :C ≥ α}
8: end for
9: for each abstract role assertion 〈(a1, a2):R ≥ α〉 ∈O do

10: create nodes va1 , va2 in F if they do not exist
11: create an edge 〈va1 , va2 〉 in F if it does not exist
12: L(〈va1 , va2 〉) ←L(〈va1 , va2 〉) ∪ {R}
13: CF ← CF ∪ {x(va1 ,va2 ):R ≥ α}
14: end for
15: for each concrete role assertion 〈(a, v):T ≥ α〉 ∈O do
16: create nodes va, wv in F if they do not exist
17: create an edge 〈va, wv〉 in F if it does not exist
18: L(〈va, wv〉) ←L(〈va, wv〉) ∪ {T }
19: CF ← CF ∪ {x(va ,wv):T ≥ α}
20: end for
21: while some tableaux rule is applicable to some node in F do
22: apply one of the rules in Table B.3 to a node v
23: mark the applied rule as not applicable to node v
24: end while
25: if CF has a solution then
26: solve the optimization problem minimizing x
27: return x
28: else
29: return 1 // O is inconsistent
30: end if

The algorithm uses a completion-forest F , which is a collection of trees whose distinguished roots (the individuals of 
the ontology) are arbitrarily connected by edges. The forest has associated a set CF of P constraints on the variables 

14 Please note that in fuzzy DLs, it is common to consider data properties as crisp and functional, as discussed in [12], but we are not imposing this 
assumption here.
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Table B.3
Rules of the tableaux algorithm combined with an optimization problem.

Rule Preconditions Actions

(⊥) ⊥∈L(v) CF = CF ∪ {xv:⊥ = 0}
(�) �∈L(v) CF = CF ∪ {xv:� = 1}
(�) C1 � C2 ∈L(v) L(v)=L(v)∪ {C1, C2}

CF = CF ∪ {xv:C1 ⊗ xv:C2 = xv:C1�C2 }
(�) C1 � C2 ∈L(v) L(v)=L(v)∪ {C1, C2}

CF = CF ∪ {xv:C1 ⊕ xv:C2 = xv:C1�C2 }
(→) C1→ C2 ∈L(v) L(v)=L(v)∪ {¬ŁC1, C2}

CF = CF ∪ {xv:C1 ⇒ xv:C2 = xv:C1→C2 }
(∀) ∀R.C ∈L(v1) L(v2)=L(v2)∪ {C}

R ∈L(〈v1, v2〉 CF = CF ∪ {z= xv1 :∀R.C ⊗ x(v1,v2):R , 
xv2 :C ≥ z, z ∈ [0, 1]}

(∀d) ∀T .d ∈L(v) CF = CF ∪ {z= xv:∀T .d ⊗ x(v,w):T , 
d(xw )= xw:d, xw:d ≥ z, xw:d ∈ [0,1], z ∈ [0,1]}T ∈L(〈v, w〉

(∃) ∃R.C ∈L(v1) create a new node v2

L(v2)=L(v2)∪ {C}
L(〈v1, v2〉)=L(〈v1, v2〉)∪ {R}
CF = CF ∪ {x(v1,v2):R ⊗ xv2 :C = z, 

z ≥ xv1 :∃R.C , z ∈ [0, 1]}
(∃d) ∃T .d ∈L(v) create a new node w

L(〈v, w〉)=L(〈v, w〉)∪ {T }
CF = CF ∪ {x(v,w):T ⊗ xw:d = z, 

xw:d = d(xw ), z ≥ xv:∃T .d, xw:d ∈ [0,1], z ∈ [0,1]}
¬C ∈L(v) L(v)=L(v)∪ {C}

(¬1) C ∈ {⊥, �, A, ¬C,

C1�C2, C1�C2}
CF = CF ∪ {xv:¬C =�xv:C }

L(v)=L(v)∪ {C1,¬ŁC2}
(¬2) ¬(C1→ C2) ∈L(v) CF = CF ∪ {xv:¬(C1→C2) =�xv:C1→C2 }

∪ {xv:C1 ⇒ xv:C2 = xv:C1→C2 }
(¬3) ¬∃R.C ∈L(v) L(v2)=L(v2)∪ {C}

R ∈L(〈v1, v2〉 CF = CF ∪ {xv:¬∃R.C =�xv:∃R.C , 
x(v1,v2):R ⊗ xv2 :C = z, z ≤ xv1 :∃R.C , z ∈ [0, 1]}

(¬4) ¬∃T .d ∈L(v) CF = CF ∪ {xv:¬∃T .d =�xv:∃T .d, xw:d = d(xw ), 
x(v,w):T ⊗ xw:d = z, z ≤ xv:∃T .d, xw:d ∈ [0, 1], z ∈ [0, 1]}T ∈L(〈v, w〉

create a new node v2

L(v2)=L(v2)∪ {C}
(¬5) ¬∀R.C ∈L(v) L(〈v1, v2〉)=L(〈v1, v2〉)∪ {R}

CF = CF ∪ {xv1 :¬∀R.C =�xv1 :∀R.C , z ∈ [0, 1], 
x(v1,v2):R ⇒ xv2 :C = z, z ≤ xv1 :∀R.C }

create a new node w
(¬6) ¬∀T .d ∈L(v) L(〈v, w〉)=L(〈v, w〉)∪ {T }

CF = CF ∪ {xv:¬∀T .d =�xv:∀T .d, xw:d = d(xw ),

x(v,w):T ⇒ xw:d = z, z ≤ xv:∀T .d, xw:d ∈ [0, 1], z ∈ [0, 1]}
(�) 〈C1 � C2 ≥ α〉 ∈ T add C1→ C2 to L(v)

Rule not applied to v CF = CF ∪ {xv:C1 ⇒ xv:C2 ≥ α}

occurring in the node labels and edge labels. Those nodes representing abstract individuals will be denoted as v , and those 
representing concrete individuals will be denoted as w . Each node v is labeled with a set L(v) of concepts C . If C ∈ L(v)

then we consider a variable xv:C . The intuition here is that v is an instance of C to degree equal or greater than of the 
value of the variable xv:C in a minimal solution. Essentially, xv:C will hold the degree of truth of v:C . Each edge 〈v1, v2〉 is 
labeled with a set L(〈v1, v2〉) of abstract roles R . If R ∈L(〈v1, v2〉) then we consider a variable x(v1,v2):R holding the degree 
of truth of (v1, v2):R . Similarly, each edge 〈v, w〉 is labeled with a set L(〈v, w〉) of concrete roles T and if T ∈ L(〈v, w〉)
then we consider a variable x(v,w):T . We will assume that there is a bijection between assertions a and variables xa . For 
each node w representing a concrete individual, we will consider a variable xw holding the value of the concrete individual 
(recall that we restrict to numerical datatypes). Note that we do not need a notion of blocking as T is acyclic.
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Remark 17. It is worth to note a mistake in the reasoning rules in [12]. There, both the rules (→) and (¬ →) add C1 and 
C2 to L(v). Actually, (→) should add ¬C1 instead of C1 because fuzzy implications are antitone in the first argument [5]. 
Similarly, (¬ →) should add ¬C2 instead of C2.

Appendix C. Some examples of encodings of the restrictions

This appendix shows how to represent the restrictions that appear in our reasoning algorithms in some popular cases: 
the main fuzzy logics, and the fuzzy membership functions in Fig. 1. Our objective is to offer an easy to understand encoding 
to make the paper self-contained (for more details, see [56]). The reader interested in more optimized representations is 
referred to [17].

Table C.4 shows how to represent the restrictions x1 ⊗ x2 = z, x1 ⇒ x2 = z, x1 ⊕ x2 = z, and �x = z in Łukasiewicz, 
Gödel, Product, and Zadeh logics. Observe that 

⊗
i xi = z can be represented using associativity and restrictions of the form 

x1 ⊗ x2 = z. In the table, y denotes a new variable and ε > 0.

Table C.4
Encoding of some popular fuzzy logic operators.

Restriction Encoding

x1 ⊗G x2 = z
{

z ≤ x1, z ≤ x2, x1 ≤ z+ y, x2 ≤ z+ (1− y), y ∈ {0,1}}
x1 ⊗Ł x2 = z

{
x1 + x2 − 1≤ z, x1 + x2 − 1≥ z− y, z ≤ 1− y, y ∈ {0,1}}

x1 ⊗� x2 = z
{

x1 · x2 = z
}

x1⇒G x2 = z
{

2y + x1 ≥ x2 + ε, x1 ≤ x2 + (1 − y), y + x2 ≥ z, x2 ≤ z+ y,

z ≥ y, y ∈ {0, 1}}
x1⇒Ł x2 = z

{
1− x1 + x2 ≤ z+ y, y ≤ z,1− x1 + x2 ≥ z, y ∈ {0,1}}

x1⇒� x2 = z
{

2y + x1 ≥ x2 + ε, x1 ≤ x2 + (1 − y), 2y + x1 · z ≥ x2,

x1 · z ≤ x2 + 2y, z ≥ y, y ∈ {0, 1}}
x1⇒Z x2 = z

{
2y + x1 ≥ x2 + ε, z= y, x1 ≤ x2 + (1− y), y ∈ {0,1}}

x1⇒K D x2 = z
{

z ≥ 1− x1, z ≥ x2, (1− x1)+ y ≥ z, x2 + (1− y)≥ z, y ∈ {0,1}}
x1 ⊕G x2 = z

{
z ≥ x1, z ≥ x2, x1 + y ≥ z, x2 + (1− y)≥ z, y ∈ {0,1}}

x1 ⊕Ł x2 = z
{

x1 + x2 ≤ z+ y, y ≤ z, x1 + x2 ≥ z, y ∈ {0,1}}
x1 ⊕� x2 = z

{
x1 + x2 − x1 · x2 = z

}
�G x=��x= z

{
z ≤ 1− x, x+ z ≥ ε, z ∈ {0,1}}

�Łx= z
{

1− x= z
}

z > 0
{

z ≥ ε
}

Table C.5
Encoding of some popular fuzzy membership functions.

Restriction Encoding

trapq1,q2,q3,q4 (x)= z
{

x + (k1 − q1)y2 ≥ k1, x + (k1 − q2)y3 ≥ k1, x + (k1 − q3)y4 ≥ k1,

x + (k1 − q4)y5 ≥ k1, x + (k2 − q1)y1 ≤ k2, x + (k2 − q2)y2 ≤ k2,

x + (k2−q3)y3 ≤ k2, x + (k2−q4)y4 ≤ k2, z ≤ 1 − y1− y5, z ≥ y3,

x + (q1 − q2)z+ (k2 − q1)y2 ≤ k2,

x + (q1 − q2)z+ (k1 − q2)y2 ≥ k1 + q1 − q2,

x + (q4 − q3)z+ (k2 − q3)y4 ≤ k2 + q4 − q3,

x + (q4 − q3)z+ (k1 − q4)y4 ≥ k1,

y1 + y2 + y3 + y4 + y5 = 1, yi ∈ {0, 1}}
triq1,q2,q3 (x)= z

{
x + (k1 − q1)y2 ≥ k1, x + (k1 − q2)y3 ≥ k1, x + (k1 − q3)y4 ≥ k1,

x + (k2 − q1)y1 ≤ k2, x + (k2 − q2)y2 ≤ k2, x + (k2 − q3)y3 ≤ k2,

z ≤ 1 − y1 − y4, x + (q1 − q2)z+ (k2 − q1)y2 ≤ k2,

x + (q1 − q2)z+ (k1 − q2)y2 ≥ k1 + q1 − q2,

x + (q3 − q2)z+ (k2 − q2)y3 ≤ k2 + q3 − q2,

x +(q3−q2)z+(k1−q3)y3 ≥ k1, y1+ y2+ y3+ y4 = 1, yi ∈ {0, 1}}
leftq1,q2 (x)= z

{
x + (k1 − q1)y2 ≥ k1, x + (k1 − q2)y3 ≥ k1, x + (k2 − q1)y1 ≤ k2,

x + (k2 − q2)y2 ≤ k2, z ≤ 1 − y3, z ≥ y1,

x + (q2 − q1)z+ (k2 − q1)y2 ≤ k2 + q2 − q1,

x + (q2 − q1)z+ (k1 − q2)y2 ≥ k1,

y1 + y2 + y3 = 1, yi ∈ {0, 1}}
crispq1,q2 (x)= z

{
x + (k1 − q1)y2 ≥ k1, x + (k1 − q2 − ε)y3 ≥ k1,

x + (k2 − q1 + ε)y1 ≤ k2, x + (k2 − q2)y2 ≤ k2,

z ≤ 1 − y1 − y3, z ≥ y2, y1 + y2 + y3 = 1, y ∈ {0, 1}}
(continued on next page)
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Table C.5 (continued)

Restriction Encoding

linq1,q2 (x)= z
{

q2x − (q1 − k1)z+ (q1 − k1)y ≥ q2k1,

q2x − (q1 − k1)z− q2(k2 − k1)y ≤ q2k1,

(1 − q2)x − (k2 − q1)z− (1 − q2)(k2 − k1)y ≥ q1 − k2 − k1q2 + k1,

(1 − q2)x − (k2 − q1)z− (q1 − k2)y ≤ k2 − q2k2,

x + (q1 − k2)y ≤ q1, x + (k1 − q1)y ≥ k1, y ∈ {0, 1}}
rightq1,q2 (x)= z

{
x + (k1 − q1)y2 ≥ k1, x + (k1 − q2)y3 ≥ k1, x + (k2 − q1)y1 ≤ k2

x + (k2 − q2)y2 ≤ k2, z ≤ 1 − y1, z ≥ y3,

x + (q1 − q2)z+ (k2 − q1)y2 ≤ k2,

x + (q1 − q2)z+ (k1 − q2)y2 ≥ k1 + q1 − q2,

y1 + y2 + y3 = 1, yi ∈ {0, 1}}

Finally, Table C.5 shows how to represent e.g., d(x) = z in some cases, where yi denote new variables, [k1, k2] is the 
range of d,15 and ε > 0. The cases d(x) ≥ z and d(x) ≤ z can be worked out similarly.

The encoding for t(x) ≥ z and t(x) ≤ z can be derived immediately from those for d(x) ≥ z and d(x) ≤ z, by replacing 
[k1, k2] with [0, 1].

Appendix D. Updated reasoning rules

In this appendix, we detail how to update the rules (∃d), (∀d), (¬4), and (¬6) in Table B.3 to take into account Eq. (3). 
The new rules use the binary condition y = (xw:d ∈ [z1, z2]), which can be encoded as shown in Eq. (25). The rules are 
illustrated in Table D.6.

Note that some of the new rules introduce restrictions of the form (x1⊗ x2⊗ y) = z or x1⇒ (x2⊗ y) = z. By associativity, 
we can add a new constraint of the form x3 = x2 ⊗ y and transform the constraints into the forms (x1 ⊗ x3) = z or x1⇒
x3 = z, for which an encoding has been given in Appendix C.

Table D.6
Updated rules to take into account Eq. (3).

Rule Preconditions Actions

(∃d) ∃T .d ∈L(v) create a new node w
L(〈v, w〉)=L(〈v, w〉)∪ {T }
CF = CF ∪ {(x(v,w):T ⊗ xw:d ⊗ y) = z,

y = (xw:d ∈ [z1, z2]),
z1 = dL(xw ),

z2 = dU (xw ),

z1 ≤ z2,

z ≥ xv:∃T .d,

xw:d, z, z1, z2 ∈ [0, 1],
y ∈ {0, 1}}

(∀d) ∀T .d ∈L(v) CF = CF ∪ {z= xv:∀T .d ⊗ x(v,w):T ,

xw:d ⊗ y ≥ z,
y = (xw:d ∈ [z1, z2]),
z1 = dL(xw ),

z2 = dU (xw ),

z1 ≤ z2,

xw:d, z, z1, z2 ∈ [0, 1],
y ∈ {0, 1}}

T ∈L(〈v, w〉

(¬4) ¬∃T .d ∈L(v) CF = CF ∪ {xv:¬∃T .d =
�xv:∃T .d, xw:d = d(xw ),

(x(v,w):T ⊗ xw:d ⊗ y) = z,
y = (xw:d ∈ [z1, z2]),
z1 = dL(xw ),

z2 = dU (xw ),

z1 ≤ z2,

z ≤ xv:∃T .d,

xw:d, z, z1, z2 ∈ [0, 1,

y ∈ {0, 1}}

T ∈L(〈v, w〉

15 The range of the fuzzy datatypes is usually (−∞, ∞) although in more expressive fuzzy DLs it is possible to add more specific ranges. In practical 
applications, −∞ and ∞ are the minimal and the maximal representable number, respectively.
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Table D.6 (continued)

Rule Preconditions Actions

(¬6) ¬∀T .d ∈L(v) create a new node w
L(〈v, w〉)=L(〈v, w〉)∪ {T }
CF = CF ∪{xv:¬∀T .d =�xv:∀T .d,

(x(v,w):T ⇒ (xw:d ⊗ y)) = z,
y = (xw:d ∈ [z1, z2]),
z1 = dL(xw ),

z2 = dU (xw ),

z1 ≤ z2,

z ≤ xv:∀T .d,

xw:d, z, z1, z2 ∈ [0, 1],
y ∈ {0, 1}}
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